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ABSTRACT
Induction motors have a long history of applications in wide ranging
environments and have a proven track record in climate control applications, industrial
processes, traction and in various consumer appliances. They are robust, cost-effective,
efficient, and amenable to performance control with the availability of advanced drive
systems. Due to the ever-expanding share of the application base, more focus are being
placed on preventive and predictive maintenance, and early diagnosis of motor faults that
ultimately lead to equipment or process downtime and economic repercussions. In this
work, three different fault diagnosis algorithms using techniques such as Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) is presented with simulation results. Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) based algorithm analyzes the three-phase current signal, which obtained from the
sensors and stored in the host computer, to detect the fault. The current signal processed
by the PCA based algorithm are given as input to the SVM and ANN based algorithms
that analyze the data and classify the motors into five categories: Healthy, Air Gap
Eccentricity (AGE), Bearing Failure (BF), Broken Rotor Bars (BRB), and Damaged
Stator Slots (DSS). Through simulation in Matlab, the fault diagnosis and classification
system proved to have a good ability to detect and classify faults in an induction motor.
Industries have utilized customized hardware tools that tend to be very expensive
to diagnose these faults. This work also attempts to build a low cost, non-invasive
induction motor fault diagnostic tool using the classical Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
analysis of motor current signature. The core of this tool is a Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) processor. The FPGA is programmed to perform FFT of the time domain
current signal that is then analyzed to detect the fault. FPGAs are an appropriate choice as
they are available at cheap prices and have flexible reconfigurable properties. This
property makes FPGAs more adaptable in experiments where different scenarios have to
be implemented at different times. They also have higher computing speed than the
general-purpose computer based software simulation tools.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Research Motivation
Rotational electrical machines play a vital role in industries and finds varied applications
in innumerable ways. Among them, Induction Motors (IMs) are more prevalent in usage due to
their low cost and high reliability. Induction motors are one of the most widely used electrical
machineries in the industrial environment. Although they are reliable, extensive use over a long
time causes different types of failures in many parts of the motor. These failures interrupt the
production operation leading to increases in cost, decreases in product quality, and a compromise
in the safety of operators.
Therefore, it becomes critical to establish maintenance protocols for the motors before
failure. Traditionally, industries have employed corrective maintenance in response to fault
events where post fault action is taken. Once the fault occurs, repair or replacement is done based
on the diagnosis and then the motor is put back into operation. Obviously, this leads to an
interruption in production and an increase in cost. Lack of industrial infrastructure for
maintenance programs is one of the main reasons for industries resorting to corrective
maintenance.
Nowadays, with evolving computational tools, industries are moving towards preventive
and predictive maintenance [2]. British Standard [3] defines preventive maintenance as "the
maintenance carried out at predetermined intervals or according to prescribed criteria and
intended to reduce the probability of failure or the degradation of the functioning and the effects
limited". When preventive maintenance is in place, there is, however a possibility of a fault
occurring between instances of scheduled maintenance. Therefore, it is important for industries to
1

predict failures of these devices on-the-run and make planned maintenance feasible. This will
minimize production equipment downtime, prevent loss of life, and reduce waste of raw materials
[1].
Induction motors are a very compatible with applications in diverse environmental
operating conditions, from clean climate controlled to humid and dusty locations. This flexibility
makes them a very commonly used machine in a wide range of industrial processes.
Failures or faults can be divided into stator faults, rotor electrical faults and rotor
mechanical faults [4]. Four of the most common failures are broken rotor bars, bearing failure,
damaged stator slots, and air gap eccentricity [5] [6]. Among these failures, according to two
different studies done by EPRI and IEEE on motor manufacturers, it was found that the bearings
are the weakest component in an induction machine, in comparison with the rotor, stator or other
parts [7].
There are customized tools deployed by industries to diagnose these faults, but they tend
to be very expensive and require skilled employees to operate them and interpret the results,
which further increases costs [8]. These tools are economically infeasible for small industries that
operate low horsepower machines. Therefore, customized diagnostic tools available would offer
no benefit to the production. Many industries see each machine as a single entity, unless they are
put up in the same chain and they tend to overlook the impact of the faulty operation of the
machines on the entire system or the microgrid. The numerous algorithms that have been tested
and proven through academic research have not been adopted by industries for application due to
the absence of affordable tools that incorporate these algorithms.
Moreover, as presented earlier, the large-scale application of induction motors in industry
suggests that Electrical Engineering (EE) graduates would have higher chances of coming across
an induction motor in work life. Therefore, it is very important for an EE student to be aware of
the possible failures in an induction motor. Furthermore, much effort is been put into the
2

development of fault diagnosis tools on simulation platforms such as Matlab and LabVIEW [1].
Complexity and efficiency of these tools vary largely as they are employed by industries, where
they are used by experts to make a more reliable predictive analysis. On the other hand, they are
also used in academic settings to teach the basics of machine fault diagnosis to students to help
them understand the impact of the failures in relation to the physical machine and its electrical
properties.

1.2 Research Objectives
This thesis aims at contributing to the development of different diagnostic techniques and
providing a basic platform to create an independent diagnosis tool. The primary goals are,
1. To contribute in the area of induction motor fault detection algorithm focusing on
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Support Vector Machines (SVM), and Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN). The results obtained through these methods would be compared to a classical
technique such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to analyze their performance.
Existing works have dealt with motor current signature analysis (MCSA) for one
particular fault, operating at one particular operating frequency [9]. In this work, the new
contribution is in analyzing four different faults at eight different operating frequencies and under
two loading conditions. The classical fault diagnosis methods require a large sample of data but
the methods proposed using PCA, SVM, and ANN require very few samples. Under PCA,
different faults are characterized by their severity based on eigenvalues and also an insight into
the direction of fault is given based on the eigenvectors, across eight different operating
frequencies. This interpretation of PCA is unique to this work, and PCA is used to analyze the
original three-phase current as well as the converted αβ-current. Under SVM, two different
approaches to interpret the multiclass classification from individual two class classifiers are
3

presented. Classification of faults based only on numbers from the SVM, without the use of any
complex feature extraction technique is unique to this work. The ANN presented is a hybrid
design that is very similar to the SVM technique proposed, which enables a good comparison
between neural network and machine learning techniques.
2. To build an IM diagnostic prototype tool that incorporates Motor Current Signature
Analysis (MCSA) through an FFT analysis technique that can be used as a comparison tool for
other diagnostic techniques using ANN and Machine Learning techniques. This tool would work
independently without a computer to detect, and classify faults in an induction motor.
The Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based tool can also be used in academic
settings to teach the basics of induction motor fault diagnosis. The FPGA used in this work costs
about $250, which is cheap and economically more suitable than most diagnostic devices already
available. This device is a unique contribution in the area of induction motor fault diagnostics.

1.3 Organization of Thesis
This thesis comprises six chapters. Chapter 1 has a brief introduction on the purpose of
the work and the research goals. Chapter 2 provides the literature review where existing
diagnostic methods and the theory behind proposed diagnosis methods are briefly explained.
Chapter 3 explains the different faults considered in this work, the data used and the different
hardware and software tools used. Chapter 4 shows how the proposed methods are implemented
for MCSA with the results. Chapter 5 explains the hardware implementation for standard FFT
techniques on FPGA. Chapter 6 discusses the results and also gives suggestions for future
research work.

4

Chapter 2 Literature Review
In this chapter, the different diagnostic methods applied in practice and the theoretical
background of the concepts used in this research work is discussed. A brief overview of FPGA is
also presented.

2.1 Diagnosis Techniques
Owing to the ever-increasing efficiency of computers, simulation tools and technologies,
numerous fault diagnosis algorithms have been formulated to predict failures. The predictive
maintenance techniques are broadly classified into two types, Invasive techniques and NonInvasive techniques. Figure 2-1 shows a broad classification of maintenance types.

Figure 2-1. Types of maintenance
Invasive methods involve installation of sensors, which requires disassembly of
machines. Due to this reason, non-invasive techniques using signal processing of currents and
voltages, among others, which does not require the disassembly are highly preferred [1] [9]. The
ever-evolving computational efficiency also supports non-invasive methods, which makes it
5

easier for on-the-run analysis of currents, voltages, speeds, and temperatures, acquired from
sensors placed outside the machine.

2.1.1 Invasive Methods
Invasive methods, as the name implies, involves dismantling the machine to install
sensors that can retrieve accurate signals from inside the motor. Invasive methods have a few
disadvantages. First, the machine, once dismantled, is hardly the same after reassembling [4].
Second, the signals received from the sensors have a lot of noise due to factors such as heat.
Third, any failure of a sensor can be rectified only by dismantling the machine again. A few of
the commonly used invasive methods are discussed below. The failures that push the need for
these diagnosis techniques are discussed in Section 3.1.
Temperature analysis is one of the invasive techniques. An increase in the temperature
above a certain limit will result in insulation failure and short circuiting of conductor turns. A
combination of temperature sensors, mounted inside the motor, measures the temperature at
different locations inside the motor. Real time monitoring of temperature helps in analyzing the
temperature signature of the motor and detecting the fault. Signatures representing induction
motor thermal heating were developed by Ondel et al., in [10] and faults are detected from a
thermal model of induction motor. With a simplified model, heat readings can be computed and
used as fault signatures. The sensor has to be highly reliable, which increases the operating cost.
Vibration analysis is another invasive technique. Induction motors have a specific
vibration pattern under healthy conditions. A fault would induce its characteristics into the
vibration pattern, typically a stationary signal composed of random vibration and noise.
Frequency analysis of the vibration pattern is therefore one of the methods for classifying faults
[11]. Vibration monitoring methods are used to detect the presence of incipient failures. However,
6

it has been suggested that stator current monitoring can provide the same indications without
requiring access to the motor [6].

2.1.2 Non-Invasive Methods
Non-Invasive methods involve analysis of one or more signals obtained from sensors
external to the machine. In comparison to the invasive methods, there is no disturbance to the
assembly of the machine. There is also less added noise due to internal parameters of the
machine, such as heat, as the sensor is isolated from the machine. A few of the commonly used
non-invasive methods are discussed below.
Thermal imaging is one of the non-invasive techniques. This technique is similar to
temperature analysis, but does not necessitate having sensors within the cage of the motor. The
thermal image of the motor can be captured using an infrared camera placed externally to the
motor. The thermal pattern can be captured in real time and stored in a host computer connected
to the infrared camera. Temperature values derived from the thermal pattern help detect faults.
Infrared Thermography is a technique enabling the measurement and visualization, with enough
precision, of the temperatures at different points on the surface of the machine. This technique
does not require any contact with the surface; therefore, it has the advantage of not interfering
with the normal operation of the machine or installation [12]. Infrared cameras with high
reliability are expensive and therefore, this method is preferred only in case of high-end induction
motors [12].
Acoustic sound analysis is similar to temperature analysis as discussed earlier or the
current analysis discussed in the next section; acoustic sound can be recorded and analyzed in the
frequency domain to detect faults. This method falls short when it comes to the analysis of highend induction motors that do not have distinct acoustic characteristics. Various faults can be
7

recognized from the sound signal harmonics, for example, damages in bearing, imbalance, and
broken rotor bars [13].
Motor Current Signature Analysis (MCSA) is one of the most commonly used noninvasive methods that involve the analysis of current signals to predict the fault. Spectral analysis
of current is one of the non-invasive methods. Spectral analysis of the stator current through
techniques like Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or Park's Transformation detect or predict the
occurrence of particular faults in an induction motor. The spectral analysis is done in various
ways as Pires et al., have developed in [4]. Frequency analysis of motor square current (square of
the current signal) requires only the current signal. It is similar to the Instantaneous Power
Method used by Legowski et al., in [14], where both the voltage and current signals are used to
diagnose the fault.
Other analysis techniques like fuzzy logic and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have
also been employed for diagnosis. Han et al., in [7] have used ANN with a combination of other
artificial intelligence techniques, such as genetic algorithms to analyze the stator current and
interpret fault.

2.1.3 FFT Analysis
FFT analysis is the most commonly used spectral analysis technique for induction motor
fault diagnosis. It involves performing FFT on the induction motor current. The current in the
frequency domain has frequency spike patterns for each type of fault. The frequency domain
characteristic of a healthy motor has spikes at known fundamental frequencies calculated from
generalized theoretical equations. Whereas a motor with any particular fault has spikes in and
around the sideband frequencies indicating the presence of a fault. The sideband frequencies for
different faults can be calculated using equations specific to the fault.
8

Fernao et al., in [4] have developed a new technique using frequency analysis of the
square of the line current. Through simulation and experimental setup, it is proven that frequency
analysis of the squared current helps in identifying additional sideband frequency components
that are not detected in the classical MCSA approach. This method was demonstrated for the
detection of two different faults, broken rotor bars, and rotor eccentricity.
In the classical approach of MCSA, only a current sensor is used, but when more
information is required, voltage is measured in addition. The analysis method involving both
voltage and current is called the instantaneous power method [14]. The square current method
proposed by Fernao et al., in [4], uses only one sensor to measure current, but the information
obtained through frequency analysis is similar to the instantaneous power method, which requires
two sensors.
The new or additional sideband frequency components detected through the square
current analysis occurring far from the fundamental frequency, make it easier for the fault to be
detected. These spectral analysis techniques require a large number of samples to detect the fault
and consume more computational time and resources.

2.1.4 Machine Learning Analysis
Han et al., in [15] have developed a current analysis diagnosis technique that is a
combination of discrete wavelet transform (DWT), feature extraction, genetic algorithm (GA),
and neural network, each of which contribute in making the diagnosis more compact and
accurate. Feature extraction is done to size down the actual signal while preserving critical
information and also reducing the amount of data to be transferred for online diagnosis. The ANN
can represent any non linear system without being aware of its actual structure and is widely used
due to its ability in discovering similarities between two large bodies of data.
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This section further explains the theory behind PCA, SVM, and ANN, which are the
main components of the proposed techniques.

2.1.4.1 Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) are data
processing techniques that reduce the dimension of a given data. PCA is a linear transformation
of the original variables (normally correlated), into a new set of variables that are orthogonal to
each other [16]. By applying PCA (or SVD) to the sample data, not only is the dimension reduced
substantially, but also computational time is decreased, and common noise is reduced. PCA is
widely used for data preprocessing, but it can be implemented for fault detection in induction
motors as well. The covariance matrix of the data in variable space is computed as defined in
(2.1),
S=
Where

1,..,

k

(2.1)

are the eigenvalues of S, q1,.., qk are the eigenvectors of S or the principal

components.
Data in principal component space are represented by (2.2) given by,
Aa = A * P

(2.2)

Where A is the matrix representing the data in variable space, and P is the matrix of
principal components.
Equation 2.2 transforms the data from original variable space to principal component
space. Figure 2-2 shows the transformation of data in variable space marked by X and Y to a
principal component space marked by P1 and P2. The first principal component (P1) is a single
axis in space. When each observation from the XY space is projected on the P1 axis, the resulting
values form a new set of observations in a new variable space. The variance of this new variable
10

in the new space will be the maximum among all other transformed variables. This will indicate
as to how the variables are spread across the various principal components.
The second principal component (P2) is another variable axis in the new variable space,
perpendicular to P1. Projecting the observations on this axis creates another new variable. The
variance of this variable will be the maximum among all possible choices for the second axis.

Figure 2-2. Transformation of data in Variable space to Principal component space

Actually, there are as many principal components as original variables, but in most cases,
the first two principal components hold more than 80 percent of the information in the original
variable space.
By implementing PCA, a large set of observations of correlated variables will be
represented with a very small number of linearly uncorrelated variables known as Principle
Components (PC). Consider a matrix A that represents the large set of correlated variables. The
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix ATA would diagonalize the matrix A and the corresponding
eigenvectors would represent the direction of the PC. The PC corresponding to the biggest
eigenvalue has more energy or information about the data, while the smaller one contains less
energy or information. The number of PC is same as the number of variables in A.
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2.1.4.2 Support Vector Machines (SVM)
The Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Figure 2-3) is one of the best pattern recognition
methods, and it effectively performs fault classification in induction motors. The SVM
classification technique constructs a hyper-plane as a decision boundary, which separates the two
classes with the largest margin. For a set of points x(i), each one belongs to class 1 (with
associated label 1) or class 2 (with associated label -1).

ωT x(i) + b ≥ ϒ

(2.3)

sgn(ωT x(i) + b)

(2.4)

Where ω is the weight vector and b is the bias value. Equation (2.3) finds a maximum
margin to separate the two classes and Equation (2.4) represents the decision function.

The margin is the sum of the distances from the hyper-plane to the two boundaries
constructed by the closest data points (from each class). The closest data points are the Support
Vectors (SVs) [17].
If the two classes are linearly separable, the hyper-plane that satisfies the maximum
margin between the two classes is found by solving (2.5).

Minimize ||ω||2
Subject to y(i)( ωT x(i) + b ) ≥ 1
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(2.5)

Figure 2-3. Hyper-plane and support vectors

If the datasets are not linearly separable, the SVM training is done by solving the
optimization problem formulated in (2.6).

Minimize ||ω||2 + C
ξi
T
Subject to y(i)( ω x(i) + b ) ≥ 1 - ξi
ξi ≥ 0

(2.6)

Where C is the penalty parameter and determines the tradeoff between the margin and the
misclassification error, and ξi represents the distance of error points from their current to the
correct location. For a higher value of penalty parameter, the misclassification is penalized more,
versus a smaller value, which will penalize less.
For the nonlinearly separable data, the dual problem is formulated in (2.7).

Maximize

i

-

i

j

y(i) y(j) (ϕ(x(i)),ϕ(x(j) ))

Subject to
0≤ i≤C
Where

i

i

(2.7)

y(i) = 0

are Lagrange multipliers and ϕ(x(i)) is a kernel function. Kernel functions map

the data from the input space to a higher dimension feature space. Therefore, the data in the
feature space are linearly separable, even if data in the input space are not.
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The selection of the kernel function is an important part of designing the SVM, since it
determines the transformation and the characteristic space of the desired SVM. The Kernel
function used for SVM implementation in this work is the Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF),
due to its higher performance compared to linear, polynomial, and sigmoidal kernel functions
[17].
The eigenvectors associated with the principal components calculated using SVD are
used to build the residual vector [16] that will be used as the input in SVM and ANN techniques.

2.1.5 Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) Analysis
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is widely used for pattern recognition, function
approximation, and fault diagnosis due to their strong nonlinear mapping capability [18]. The
RBF Neural Network (NN) is a feed-forward network composed of an input layer, hidden layer,
and output layer. In this work, a hybrid neural network is created as a combination of RBF
function and perceptron network with a Locally Weighted Linear Regression (LWR) algorithm,
which compensates for any lack of accuracy in feature selection. In this section, the different
techniques used to build the hybrid network are discussed.
The residual vector used as input in SVM is processed by an RBF function defined in
(2.8),

(2.8)
Where
vectors.

are the cluster centroids found by applying k-means algorithm to the residual

is the variance of the RBF determined by

, where

represents the

maximum distance between the cluster centroids and K is the number of clusters which is
assigned based on trial and error [16]. The use of K-mean algorithm reduces the number of
14

neurons in the hidden layer to a greater extent and improves the computational efficiency and
time. Now, the RBF processed input is sent through a perceptron network to classify the fault.
The same approach One Versus One (OVO) as in SVM was used, and the data were also
processed using an RBF function similar to the kernel used in SVM. Therefore, the comparison
between a machine learning technique and an ANN technique can be made more reasonable.

2.2 Induction Motor Diagnostic Prototype Tool
An Induction Motor (IM) diagnostic prototype tool that incorporates Motor Current
Signature Analysis (MCSA) through Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis technique is to be
built. This tool will predict and diagnose faults in an induction motor. The tool built to perform
the classical FFT analysis will create a framework to implement techniques such as PCA, SVM,
and ANN on the same tool in the future.
The core of this tool will be a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) processor, which
has recently been extensively used to develop customized computing systems and prototyping
platforms [5]. FPGAs have flexible reconfigurable properties that makes them more adaptable in
experiments or modeling, where different possibilities or scenarios have to be implemented at
different times. Additionally, they have higher computing speed than general-purpose computer
based software simulation tools.
FPGAs are suitable for customized computing systems with a wide range of reconfigurable flexibility. They support a range of communication protocols and widely used as
prototyping platforms.
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Chapter 3 BACKGROUND ON DIFFERENT FAULTS AND
TOOLS
In this chapter, the different types faults diagnosed and data used in this work are
discussed and an overview about different software tools used in the research is provided.

3.1 Types of Faults
According to two different studies done by IEEE and EPRI (Electric Power Research
Institute), the most common faults in induction motors are bearing failure, stator phase winding
failure, broken rotor bars, and air-gap irregularities [2]. The data from those studies are shown in
Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1. Graph depicting the occurrence of major faults in an IM.
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Air gap eccentricity (AGE) is created when the distance between rotor and stator is not
uniform; improper installation is one of the reasons. This fault creates an unbalanced magnetic
flux, which leads to fault harmonics. The presence of these harmonics in dq components of
current can be exploited to detect the severity of air gap eccentricity in the machine [19].
Figure 3-2 shows a worn stator with dislocated stator slots. This stator is the part of the
motor that is used to analyze AGE fault.

Figure 3-2. Motor with Air Gap Eccentricity (AGE) [1]

Bearing failure (BF) occurs as a result of wear and tear of the bearing and it obstructs the
free rotation of the rotor, leading to vibrations. These vibrations cause disturbances to the rotor
creating an audible noise. The mechanical vibrations created are associated with variations in the
physical air gap of the machine [20] and therefore their effect is similar to AGE.
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Figure 3-3 shows unbalanced roller bearings. This is the part of the motor that is used to
analyze BF fault.

Figure 3-3. Motor with Bearing Failure (BF) [1]

Broken Rotor Bars (BRB) fault results when rotor bars or the end rings are damaged due
to mechanical and thermal stresses. These stresses are more significant when starting motors with
high-inertia loads [21]. The bending of a fractured bar due to changes in temperature causes the
bar to break. When one bar breaks, the adjacent bars carry currents greater than their design
values, which ultimately lead to fault harmonics in the stator current. Interbar currents that appear
because of the broken bar affect the evolution of the fault in the rotor, causing damage in the
laminations of the rotor core [22]. Figure 3-4 shows a broken rotor bar, part of the motor that is
used to analyze a BRB fault.
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Figure 3-4. Motor with Broken Rotor Bars (BRB) [1]

Damaged Stator Slots (DSS) occur due to degradation of winding insulation, excessive
operating temperature, and overloading leading to inter-turn short circuits.
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3.2 Data Description
The data used to evaluate and develop the PCA, ANN, and SVM methods are collected
from five different motors (three different manufacturers), operating under different health
conditions and frequencies. Figure 3-5 shows how five different faults analyzed are distributed
under three different motor manufacturers. The data were measured for the healthy motor under
no-load condition. For the other four motors, the measurements were done under both no-load
and full-load conditions. The range of frequencies was 10-80Hz with a step of approximately
10Hz. The measurements were taken under no-load and full-load conditions, over a period of 10
seconds, resulting in 50,000 samples. The five motors were coded names ABI11, BIM11, BIM12,
HIM11, and HIM21 respectively to be used in the frequency analysis.

Figure 3-5. Different motors used based on manufacturer and existing faults
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3.3 Hardware and Software Components
Figure 3-6 shows the FPGA DE2-115 board from Altera that was used in this work. The
DE2-115 board comprises an Altera Cyclone IV E FPGA, a number of communication terminals
such as Gigabit Ethernet (GbE), a High-Speed Mezzanine Card (HSMC), USB, audio, video
ports, serial port, and user interface features such as push buttons, flip switches, a seven-segment
display, LCD, and a remote control. The Cyclone EP4CE115 from the Cyclone IV E series
features 114,480 logic elements (LEs). It has up to 3.9-Mbits of RAM, and 266 multipliers.

Figure 3-6. Altera DE-115 FPGA development board

MATLAB R2013a is the version used for implementing the proposed methods on a
software platform. The neural network toolbox and machine learning toolbox were utilized. It
was also used to analyze the frequency domain characteristics.
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Quartus II is the software from Altera that is used to validate and compile the Verilog
code and program the FPGA. It was used to initialize the memory, assign the input, and output
pins in the design stage, and communicate to the host through the USB blast driver. Figure 3-7
shows the screenshot of the Quartus II home page from where all the design components can be
created, integrated, and compiled.

Figure 3-7. Screen shot of Quartus II version 10.1
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Chapter 4 PROPOSED FAULT DIAGNOSIS METHODS

In this chapter, the results in different methods are presented. As shown in Figure 4-1, on
the left path, the three-phase current is processed by PCA to detect the fault. On the right path, the
three-phase is converted into two-phase current by Clarke's transformation. The two-phase
current is then processed by PCA; the processed data from PCA are the input to ANN based
diagnosis and SVM based diagnosis, which do the classification. The PCA - based diagnosis
gives an estimate about the degree of fault in each motor, so that the extent of fault can be
compared across all five motors.

Figure 4-1. Diagnosis method classification
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4.1 Machine Learning Analysis
In this section, the analysis of three-phase current using PCA to detect faults, and
preprocessing of the three-phase and αβ-current to obtain the residual vector that will later be
used in SVM and ANN techniques is shown with the simulation results obtained in Matlab.

4.1.1 PCA Analysis
Current signal was measured for 10 seconds at a sampling rate of 5000 samples per
second. As presented in Section 3.2, for a single set of data there are 50000 samples of threephase current (Ia, Ib and Ic), and therefore the size of matrix A is 50000x3, where Ia, Ib and Ic are
the three variables. Therefore, the three eigenvalues

1,

2,

and

3

of ATA would represent the

Principal Component (PC) of A and the corresponding eigenvectors ξ1, ξ2, and ξ3 represent the
direction of the PC. If these three eigenvalues are the same value, then the three dimensional
representation of the data in the PC space would resemble a circular ball. When one of the
eigenvalues is greater than the other two, the three dimensional representation would resemble an
oval ball.
In this analysis, the third eigenvalue is very low and becomes inconsequential for two
reasons. First, each phase in a three-phase current can be linearly represented by the other two
phases, which would mean any two phases would hold all information from the third phase.
Second, the first two Principal Components (PC) represent more than 80 percent of the original
space data. So, if the first two eigenvalues are equal, the three dimensional representation of the
data in the Principal Components (PC) space would resemble a donut. When one of the values is
greater than the other, the three dimensional representation would resemble a stretched donut.
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Using the Clarke’s Transformation (4.1), the direct current (Iα) and quadrature current (Iβ)
are obtained from the three-phase sample currents (Ia, Ib and Ic) for analysis in two dimensional
space. The Iα and Iβ are also the input data to the models created using SVM and ANN
techniques. Martins et al., in [23] have observed that for a healthy motor, the -current vector
pattern is a circle, centered at the origin of the  coordinates. For an unhealthy motor (with
stator fault), the -current vector pattern becomes an ellipsoid. A smooth circle with uniform
radius and a smooth ellipsoid are obtained when the motor is fed from a constant frequency
power supply. When the motor is fed by an inverter, the patterns are not a smooth circle or
ellipsoid, but are a rugged form of a circle and an ellipsoid.
iα =

ia -

ib -

ic
(4.1)

iβ =

ib -

ic

Equation (4.1) converts the three-phase current represented by Ia, Ib and Ic into a twophase quadrature representation Iα and Iβ. This transformation is used in the preprocessing stages
of SVM and ANN methods.
In two dimensional space, the matrix A representing the αβ-current is of the size 50000x2
where Iα and Iβ are the variables. Therefore, the two eigenvalues of ATA would represent the PC
of A.
The PC values, across all frequencies, for each motor operating under full-load and noload conditions were plotted and the results for each motor are discussed in section 4.1.1.1 and
section 4.1.1.2
The input to SVM and ANN models is the residual vector given by (4.2),
R = W r Wr T Y m
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(4.2)

Where

represents the principal component eigenvectors corresponding to the first two

eigenvalues of

and

is the -current matrix.

4.1.1.1 Principle Component Analysis with three-phase current
In order to find the relation between the eigenvalues for the three-phase current, the abccurrent vector was analyzed for all five motors running under no-load and full-load conditions.
The results and analysis are discussed for each motor under separate cases and compared across
all cases in Section 4.1.1.2.
CASE 1: Healthy Motor
Figure 4-2 shows the projection of three-phase current of 5000 samples for a healthy
motor on a three dimensional principal component space. The vectors ξ1, ξ2, and ξ3 represent the
principal component space and the vectors ia , ib and ic represent the variable space. As presented
in section 2.1.3.1, equation (2.2) given by Aa = A * P transforms the observations in variable
space to principal component space. ia , ib and ic are the columns of A and observations in the
variable space are represented by rows of A. ξ1, ξ2, and ξ3 eigenvectors corresponding to
eigenvalues

1,

2, and

3

are represented by the columns of P. Rows of Aa are the observations in

the principal component space.
The projection for the healthy motor is very symmetrical in the three dimensional
principal component space, as far as the first two principal components are concerned.

As

discussed earlier, the third vector gives us very little information about the fault.
Numerically interpreting, for the healthy motor (Figure 4-2) the eigenvalues are 0.4043
(proportional to length (ab)), 0.3923 (proportional to length (cd)), and 0.0005, which clearly
indicate the closeness of the first two eigenvalues; that makes it clear that the current data are
very symmetrical. The symmetry across the first two principal components can be seen in Figure
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4-2 as length of 'ab' is identical to length of 'cd'. Therefore the data represent a healthy motor. The
slight deviation between the first two eigenvalues is due to the fact the data were not collected
under ideal conditions and the motor was assumed to be perfectly healthy.

Figure 4-2. abc-current vector pattern of a healthy motor operating at 60Hz under no-load
condition

The principal components were compared across eight different frequencies from 10Hz
to 80Hz for 5000 samples at each frequency under no-load conditions. Figure 4-3 shows that the
pattern of principal component eigenvalues was consistent across all eight frequencies.
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Figure 4-3. Eigenvalues for a healthy motor across all frequencies operating at no-load
As seen from Figure 4-3 the eigenvalue
1

and

2.

3

is significantly low (almost zero) compared to

This can also be further substantiated by the fact that one of the current vectors can be

represented as a linear combination of the other two.

1 and

2

being very close also suggests that

the motor is healthy.

The accuracy of the analysis across all 50000 samples for any particular frequency was
checked by determining the principal components of the healthy motor for 10 blocks of 5000
samples each at all eight frequencies. Figure 4-4 shows that the eigenvalues were identical across
all blocks at an operating frequency of 60HZ. The same trend as shown in Figure 4-4 was noticed
across all eight frequencies.
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Figure 4-4. Eigenvalues for a healthy motor across all samples operating at 60HZ under no-load

It can be also be seen from Figure 4-4 that
to

1

and

2

3 is

significantly low (almost zero) compared

and the latter two are very close for a block of 5000 samples anywhere across the

entire data sequence.
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CASE 2: Motor with Air Gap Eccentricity (AGE)
Figure 4-5 shows the projection of three-phase current of 5000 samples for a faulty motor
with AGE in three dimensional principal component space. The projection for the motor with
AGE is not symmetrical as far as the first two principal components are concerned.
Numerically interpreting, for the motor with Air Gap Eccentricity (AGE), (Figure 4-5) the
eigenvalues are 0.4129, 0.1256, and 0.0005, which clearly indicates that the first two eigenvalues
are far apart, making the projection asymmetrical across the first two principal components and
therefore indicating the presence of a fault.

Figure 4-5. abc-current vector pattern of a faulty motor (AGE) operating at 60Hz under no-load
condition
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As in the case of the motor operating at no-load, the projection on the principal
component space when the motor operating at full-load also clearly shows asymmetry across the
first two principal components.
Numerically interpreting, for the motor with AGE (Figure 4-6) the eigenvalues are
0.7037, 0.3293, and 0.00007, which clearly indicates that the first two eigenvalues are far apart,
making the projection asymmetrical across the first two principal components and therefore
indicating the presence of a fault.

Figure 4-6. abc-current vector pattern of a faulty motor (AGE) operating at 60Hz under full-load
condition
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As seen from Figure 4-7 (a) and Figure 4-7 (b) the eigenvalues

1

and

2

are far apart

indicating the presence of a fault clearly in both no-load and full-load conditions across all eight
operating frequencies.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4-7. Eigenvalues for a faulty motor (AGE) across all frequencies operating at: (a) no-load
(b) full-load
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The accuracy of the analysis across all 50000 samples for any particular frequency was
checked by determining the principal components of the healthy motor for 10 blocks of 5000
samples each at all eight frequencies. Figure 4-8 (a) and Figure 4-8 (b) show the consistent trend.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4-8. Eigenvalues for a faulty motor (AGE) across all samples operating at 60HZ: (a) noload (b) full-load
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CASE 3: Motor with Bearing Failure (BF)
The three-phase current for a motor with Bearing Failure (BF) running at no-load, when
projected on to the three dimensional principal component space showed asymmetry across the
first two principal components, which can be seen from Figure 4-9. Numerically interpreting
Figure 4-9, the principal component eigenvalues are 0.3321, 0.2946, and 0.005, which indicate a
smaller deviation between

1

and

2

compared to the one that was observed with the motor with

AGE. The presence of only a small deviation can be attributed to the lesser severity of the fault
that is quantized in Section. 4.1.1.2

Figure 4-9. abc-current vector pattern of a faulty motor (BF) operating at 60Hz under no-load
condition
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The three-phase current for a motor with Bearing Failure (BF) running at full-load, when
projected on to the three dimensional principal component space, showed a small asymmetry
across the first two principal components, which can be seen from Figure 4-10. Numerically
interpreting Figure 4-10, the principal component eigenvalues are 0.6463, 0.6114, and 0.00007,
which indicate a smaller deviation between

1

and

2

than the one that was observed at no-load

condition. Therefore, it can be said that the chances of detection of small BF in a motor under noload condition are better than at the full-load condition.

Figure 4-10. abc-current vector pattern of a faulty motor (BF) operating at 60Hz under full-load
condition
From Figure 4-11 (a) it is clear that the there is a small deviation between

1

and

2

across

all frequencies indicating the presence of a small fault at no-load condition. Whereas, Figure 4-11
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(b) indicates the inconsistency in the deviation at full-load.

1

and

2

at 10, 20 and 30Hz shows a

small deviation, but the eigenvalues at 40Hz are almost identical.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4-11. Eigenvalues for a faulty motor (BF) across all frequencies operating at: (a) no-load
(b) full-load
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Figure 4-12 (a) clearly indicates the presence of a small fault at no-load condition and
Figure 4-12 (b) shows a lesser deviation at full-load. The two graphs also indicate the consistency
across the data at 60Hz. A similar trend is observed at all other frequencies.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4-12. Eigenvalues for a faulty motor (BF) across all samples operating at: (a) no-load (b)
full-load
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CASE 4: Motor with Broken Rotor Bars (BRB)
Figure 4-13 shows the projection of three-phase current of 5000 samples for a faulty
motor with BRB in the three dimensional principal component space. The projection for the
motor with BRB is almost symmetrical as far as the first two principal components are concerned.
Numerically interpreting, for the motor with Broken Rotor Bars (BRB) (Figure 4-13) the
eigenvalues are 0.3875, 0.3309, and 0.0002, which indicate a very minute deviation between
and

2,

indicating a minor fault.

Figure 4-13. abc-current vector pattern of a faulty motor (BRB) operating at 60Hz under no-load
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1

Similar to the projection for the motor with BRB under no-load condition, the projection
under full-load condition as seen in Figure 4-14 also shows little asymmetry. The eigenvalues are
0.5878, 0.5734, and 0.00009, and the deviation between

1

and

2

is even smaller compared to

the deviation under no-load condition, almost in the range of deviation as observed in the case of
a healthy motor, making it almost impossible to detect the fault.

Figure 4-14. abc-current vector pattern of a faulty motor (BRB) operating at 60Hz under full-load

Figure 4-15 (a) indicates the inconsistency in the deviation at full-load.

1

and

2

at 10,

20 and 30Hz show a small deviation, but the eigenvalues at 40, 70 and 80Hz are almost identical,
making it difficult to detect the fault at these frequencies. Figure 4-15 (b) shows almost identical
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1

and

2,

which confirms that at full-load condition, at all frequencies, the fault cannot be

detected.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4-15. Eigenvalues for a faulty motor (BRB) across all frequencies operating at: (a) no-load
(b) full-load
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Figure 4-16 (a) and Figure 4-16 (b) indicate the consistency in deviation between
2

1

and

across the entire sample of data at 60Hz. The slight deviation, as is seen in Figure 4-16 (a)

could indicate the deviation in current due to BRB at the start of the run.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4-16. Eigenvalues for a faulty motor (BRB) across all samples operating at 60HZ under:
(a) no-load (b) full-load
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CASE 5: Motor with Damaged Stator Slots (DSS)
Figure 4-17 shows the projection of three-phase current of 5000 samples for a faulty
motor with DSS in the three dimensional principal component space. The projection for the motor
with DSS shows near symmetry across first two principal components.
Numerically interpreting, for the motor with Damaged Stator Slots (DSS) from Figure 417 the eigenvalues are 0.4065, 0.3844, and 0.0002, which indicate a very minute deviation
between

1

and

2

indicating a minor fault.

Figure 4-17. abc-current vector pattern of a faulty motor (DSS) operating at 60Hz under no-load
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Similar to the projection under no-load condition, the projection under full-load condition
also shows very little asymmetry as seen in Figure 4-18. The eigenvalues are 0.5851, 0.5547, and
0.00009, the deviation between

1

and

2

almost negligible, making it almost impossible to detect

the fault.

Figure 4-18. abc-current vector pattern of a faulty motor (DSS) operating at 60Hz under full-load
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Figure 4-19 (a) and Figure 4-19 (b) clearly show that the deviation between

1

and

2

is

almost negligible, therefore making it impossible to detect a DSS fault. This could be due to the
fact these faults were imparted consciously in the laboratory for the purpose of experiment and
they could be minor.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4-19. Eigenvalues for a faulty motor (DSS) across all frequencies operating at: (a) no-load
(b) full-load
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Figure 4-20 (a) and Figure 4-20 (b) show the consistency across the sample at 60Hz and
also the negligible deviation confirming that it is impossible to detect a DSS fault.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4-20. Eigenvalues for a faulty motor (DSS) across all samples operating at 60HZ under:
(a) no-load (b) full-load
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4.1.1.2 Comparison of the severity of fault across all motors
The severity 'S' is presented so as to compare the size of the fault on a common scale.
Severity of the fault (S) can be expressed by (4.3),
x 100
In Equation (4.3),

1

is the highest eigenvalue,

2

(4.3)
is the second highest eigenvalue, and

3

can be ignored because the first two eigenvalue are the predominant ones. For a healthy motor, S
would be close to 0 (in ideal condition it will be equal to 0), the greater the value, more severity
of the fault. Equation (4.3) has been used in studies involving eigenvalues.
Figure 4-21 summarizes the trend of eigenvalues across all motors operating under noload across all frequencies

Figure 4-21. Average of Eigenvalues for all motors across all eight frequencies at no-load
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Table 4-1 shows that the AGE fault in motor 2 is the most severe which can also be
interpreted from Figure 4-21, as the deviation between

1

and

2

which is very high. Similarly,

motor 3 with BF has a fault severity of 15.10 percent, which is shown in Figure 4-21 by a
proportionate deviation between
little deviation between

1

and

1

2.

and

2.

Motor 4 and motor 5 with lesser severity show very

As presented in section 4.1.1.1, Table 4-1 indicates the lesser

severity of BRB and DSS faults at no-load as compared to AGE and BF. In particular, the
severity of DSS fault is very close to the severity factor observed in the healthy motor. This
makes it very difficult to detect the DSS fault.

Table 4-1. Average of fault severity for all motors operating at no-load
Motor

Healthy
(Motor 1)

AGE
(Motor 2)

BF
(Motor 3)

BRB
(Motor 4)

DSS
(Motor 5)

Fault
Severity (%)

3.8915

68.5489

15.1054

9.3997

4.2367
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Figure 4-22 summarizes the trend of eigenvalues across all motors operating under fullload across all frequencies.

Figure 4-22. Average of Eigenvalues for all motors across all eight frequencies at full-load

Table 4-2 shows that the AGE fault in motor 2 is the most severe, which can also be
interpreted from Figure 4-22 as the deviation between

1

and

2

is very high. Similarly, motor 3

with BF has a fault severity of 8.24 percent, which is shown in Figure 4-21 by a proportionate
deviation between

1

and

2.

It is very important to notice that for motor 2 and motor 3 with AGE

and BF faults respectively, there is a noticeable difference in the severity factor, although it is the
same motor that is analyzed in both no-load and full-load conditions. This can be due to some
distortion in the current measurement when the motors were run under no-load condition.
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Appropriate observations can also be observed for the other two motors. As presented in section
4.1.1.1, Table 4-2 indicates the much lower severity of BRB and DSS faults at no-load as
compared to AGE and BF. This makes it very difficult to detect BRB and DSS faults under fullload condition using PCA method.

Table 4-2. Average of fault severity for all motors operating at full-load
Motor

AGE
(Motor 2)

BF
(Motor 3)

BRB
(Motor 4)

DSS
(Motor 5)

Fault
Severity
(%)

56.9061

8.2814

2.1133

2.4658
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4.1.1.3 Principle Component Analysis with -current
The -current vector was computed for all five motors running under no-load and fullload conditions at all eight operating frequencies. -current is also used later to generate the
residual vector that will be used in fault classification using Support Vector Machines (SVM) and
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN).
Due to the fact that the motor is not fed from a constant frequency power supply, none
of the figures illustrates a perfect circle or ellipsoid. If the motors are run in ideal conditions, then
the vector pattern will be a perfect circle or ellipsoid. The eigenvalues carry much information
about the health of the motor. The two dimensional vector pattern for each motor under no-load
and full-load condition is discussed next in separate cases. Also, the percentage of variance
carried by each of the two principal components given by (4.4) is illustrated in a 'scree plot' which
is a bar chart with bars representing eigenvalues placed in the decreasing order;
Variance carried by ξi = [

50

i

/ ( 1+

2)]

x 100

(4.4)

CASE 1: Healthy Motor
Figure 4-23 represents the current in two dimensional principal component space for the
healthy motor at 60Hz under no-load conditions. As seen, Figure 4-23 representing the healthy
motor, exhibits a circular inner pattern with a uniform radius that is a clear indication of the
symmetry of the data across the principal component vectors represented by ξ1 and ξ2.

Figure 4-23. -current vector pattern of a healthy motor operating at 60Hz under no-load
condition
If the data are symmetrical in the principal component space it means both ξ1 and ξ2 carry
the same percentage of information. Figure 4-24 shows that ξ1 and ξ2 carry about the same
percentage of variance.
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Figure 4-24. Scree plot showing the percentage of information carried by each PC for a Healthy
motor at 60 Hz operating under no-load condition
This is further illustrated in Figure 4-25 where the data projected on the principal
component space have a very small angle deviation from the one projected on to the variable
space.

Figure 4-25. -current vector pattern of a healthy motor operating at 60Hz under no-load
condition in variable space and principal component space.
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CASE 2: Faulty Motor (AGE)
Figure 4-26 (a) and Figure 4-26 (b) representing the motor with AGE, exhibit a noncircular inner pattern showing an ellipsoid pattern that is a clear indication of the asymmetry of
the data across the principal component vectors represented by ξ1 and ξ2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-26. -current vector pattern of a faulty motor (AGE) operating at 60Hz under: (a) noload (b) full-load

If the data are asymmetrical in the principal component space, it means ξ1 and ξ2 carry
unequal or varying percentages of information. Figure 4-27 (a) and Figure 4-27 (b) clearly show
the deviation in percentage of variance carried by ξ1 and ξ2. This is further illustrated in Figure 428, where the data projected on the principal component space have a larger angle deviation from
the one projected on to the variable space. This indicates the first principal component carries
more information about the data than the second one.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-27. Scree plot showing the percentage of information carried by each PC of faulty motor
(AGE) at 60 Hz operating under: (a) no-load (b) full-load

Figure 4-28. -current vector pattern of a faulty motor (AGE) operating at 60Hz under no-load
condition in variable space and principal component space.
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CASE 3: Faulty Motor (BF)
Figure 4-29 (a) representing the motor with BF at no-load exhibits a non-circular inner
pattern showing a slight ellipsoid pattern which is an indication of a small asymmetry of the data
across the principal component vectors represented by ξ1 and ξ2. This indicates the presence of a
minor fault. Whereas Figure 4-29 (b) representing the same motor at full-load condition shows an
almost circular inner pattern which confirms the point already made in Section 4.1.1.1, that BF is
difficult to detect in full-load condition.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-29. -current vector pattern of a faulty motor (BF) operating at 60Hz under: (a) noload (b) full-load

It can also be observed from Figure 4-30 (a) and Figure 4-30 (b) that the deviation in
percentage of variance carried by ξ1 and ξ2 under no-load condition is bigger than the deviation
showed when running under full-load condition.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-30. Scree plot showing the percentage of information carried by each PC for a faulty
motor (BF) at 60 Hz operating under: (a) no-load (b) full-load

In Figure 4-31, the data projected on the principal component space have a smaller angle
deviation from the ones projected on to the variable space when compared to the one observed in
AGE. This could explain the lesser severity of the BF fault compared to the AGE fault as
presented in Section 4.1.1.2 and shown in Table 4.1.

Figure 4-31. -current vector pattern of a faulty motor (BF) operating at 60Hz under no-load
condition in variable space and principal component space.
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CASE 4: Faulty Motor (BRB)

Figure 4-32 (a) representing the motor with BRB at no-load exhibits a non-circular inner
pattern showing a slight ellipsoid pattern which is an indication of a small asymmetry of the data
across the principal component vectors represented by ξ1 and ξ2. This indicates the presence of a
minor fault. Whereas Figure 4-32 (b) representing the same motor at full-load condition shows an
almost symmetrical inner pattern which confirms the point already made in Section 4.1.1.1, that it
is difficult to detect BRB in full-load condition.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-32. -current vector pattern of a faulty motor (BRB) operating at 60Hz under: (a) noload (b) full-load

It can also be observed from Figure 4-33 (a) and Figure 4-33 (b) that the deviation in
percentage of variance carried by ξ1 and ξ2 under no-load conditions is bigger than the deviation
showed when running in full-load conditions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-33. Scree plot showing the percentage of information carried by each PC for a faulty
motor (BRB) at 60 Hz operating under: (a) no-load (b) full-load
In Figure 4-34, the data projected on the principal component space have a minute angle
deviation from the ones projected on to the variable space when compared to the one observed in
AGE and BF. This could explain the lesser severity of BRB fault compared to the AGE and BF
fault as presented in Section 4.1.1.2 and shown in Table 4.1.

Figure 4-34. -current vector pattern of a faulty motor (BRB) operating at 60Hz under no-load
condition in variable space and principal component space.
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CASE 5: Faulty Motor (DSS)
Figure 4-35 (a) and Figure 4-35 (b) representing the motor with DSS at no-load and full
exhibit an almost symmetrical inner pattern which confirms the point already made in Section
4.1.1.1 that it is difficult to detect DSS fault in both full-load and no-load conditions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-35. -current vector pattern of a faulty motor (DSS) operating at 60Hz under: (a) noload (b) full-load
Figure 4-36 (a) and Figure 4-36 (b) again indicate that there is almost a negligible
difference between the percentage of variance carried by ξ1 and ξ2 for both no-load and full-load
condition.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-36. Scree plot showing the percentage of information carried by each PC for a faulty
motor (DSS) at 60 Hz operating under: (a) no-load (b) full-load
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In Figure 4-37, the data projected on the principal component space have a noticeable
angle deviation from the ones projected on to the variable space, although the eigenvalues
showed negligible deviation as presented in Section 4.1.1.1.
This contradiction with regard to the eigenvalues and the deviation between variable
space and principal component space can be observed earlier in Section 4.1.1.1. This indicates
that the said deviation between variable space and principal component space can be an indication
of fault, in addition to the eigenvalues. This aspect of deviation is further numerically presented
in Section 4.1.1.4.

Figure 4-37. -current vector pattern of a faulty motor (BRB) operating at 60Hz under no-load
condition in variable space and principal component space.
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4.1.1.4 Fault detection based on direction of Eigenvector
In the earlier sections, the interpretation of fault based on eigenvalues is presented. In this
section, the fault is interpreted based on the direction of the eigenvectors. The direction of
eigenvectors is represented in terms of the angle between the first principal component vector and
each of the two variable vectors.
θ1 and θ2 are the two angles shown in Figure 4-38 which will give an indication about the
deviation between variable space and principal component space.

Figure 4-38. Diagram showing the angles between Principal component space and variable space
The angle between any two vectors can be calculated using (4.5).
Angle between vectors x and y, θ = Cos-1

xT .y

(4.5)

x . y

Tables 4-3 to 4-7 show the angles θ1 and θ2 for all the five motors at eight different
frequencies operating at no-load.
Table 4-3 Angle between Principal component space and variable space for a healthy motor
Frequency (Hz)

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

θ1

125

10

76

50

20

102

16

10

θ2

35

100

14

40

70

12

106

100
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From Table 4-3, it can be seen that there is no particular direction in which the
eigenvector deviates from the variable axis for all frequencies. It can also be noted that across all
frequencies there is very little deviation from the variable axis.
Table 4-4 Angle between Principal component space and variable space for a faulty motor
(AGE)
Frequency (Hz)

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

θ1

38

36

36

37

36

36

34

34

θ2

128

126

126

127

126

126

124

124

From Table 4-4, it is very clear that there is a particular direction in which the
eigenvector deviates from the variable axis for all eight frequencies. The deviation is also
consistent across the eight frequencies. This could be because the AGE fault was found to be very
severe as shown in Table 4-1 as well as the effects of the fault on the current was also consistent
across all eight frequencies as shown in Figure 4-7. θ1 being greater than zero and less than 90,
indicates the shift of principal component space by θ1 in the anticlockwise direction. A similar
pattern was also observed under no-load condition.
Table 4-5 Angle between Principal component space and variable space for a faulty motor (BF)
Frequency (Hz)

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

θ1

122

109

116

109

98

88

110

118

θ2

32

19

26

19

8

2

20

28

From Table 4-5, it is clear that there is a particular direction in which the eigenvector
deviates from the variable axis for all eight frequencies except for 60 Hz. The deviation is also
consistent across most frequencies except for 60 Hz at which the direction interprets the presence
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of no fault. θ1 being greater than 90 indicates the shift of principal component space by θ 1 minus
90 degrees in the clockwise direction. A similar pattern was also observed in no-load conditions.
Table 4-6 Angle between Principal component space and variable space for a faulty motor
(BRB)
Frequency (Hz)

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

θ1

131

20

9

90

40

1

124

4

θ2

41

110

81

0

130

91

34

94

Table 4-6 shows no particular direction in which the eigenvector deviates from the
variable axis for all frequencies. It also shows that at 40, 60, and 80Hz there is almost zero
deviation from the variable space. These observations from Table 4-6 further substantiate the
discussion made in Section 4.1.1.1 that it is very difficult to detect a BRB fault.

Table 4-7 Angle between Principal component space and variable space for a faulty motor (DSS)
Frequency (Hz)

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

θ1

5

49

118

36

61

28

14

17

θ2

85

41

28

54

29

62

104

73

Table 4-7 shows no particular direction in which the eigenvector deviates from the
variable axis for all frequencies as was observed in case of a healthy motor. These observations
from Table 4-7 further substantiate the discussion made in Section 4.1.1.1, that it is very difficult
to detect a DSS fault.
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4.1.2 SVM Analysis
In this section, another fault diagnosis method is presented to further improve on the
results obtained using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method.
Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a binary-class classification method to separate only
two classes from each other. In order to perform multi-class classifications, multiple 2-class
problems are performed and the individual classifiers are coupled to reconstruct the solution for
the multiclass problem from the individual 2-class solutions. The methods usually implemented
for this purpose are the one-versus-one method and the one-versus-rest method [7].
The input data are processed by PCA, which gives the residual vector that is obtained
from Equation (4.2). The residual vector is used as input for SVM classification. The SVM model
is first trained with samples from two different motors with a known target value. As seen in
Figure 4-39 (a), 2000 samples from motor 1 with label '0' and 2000 samples from motor 2 with
label '1' are shuffled and sent through the SVM model to create the decision boundary. This is the
training process in which the decision boundary separating the two classes is obtained. The
residual vector of length 2000 was used for SVM testing in both One Versus One (OVO) and One
Versus Rest (OVR) methods. The SVM model was tested with 2000 samples, as further increase
in number of samples showed no considerable improvement in the results but for the increase in
processing time. The simulation results are discussed in Section 4.1.2.1 and Section 4.1.2.2. Here,
the SVM is helpful in analyzing the current pattern to classify the motors.

4.1.2.1 One Versus One (OVO) Method
Let k be the number of classes. In the one-versus-one method, [k*(k-1) /2] binary
classifiers are implemented as shown in Figure 4-39(b), where each classifier is trained with data
from two classes with known targets. In this work, there are five classes and therefore ten 2-class
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classifiers are implemented [24]. After training, test data of length 2000 samples are sent through
the decision boundary created by the SVM model to obtain the classification error. The test input
to each classifier with motors operating at 60Hz is presented next. Similar results were observed
at all eight frequencies.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4-39. (a) OVO based SVM classification chart (b) Single binary classifier
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Classifier 1: Healthy vs AGE
Figure 4-40 shows the training input given to the OVO SVM classifier 1. All points in
green are marked with label with '0' and all points in red are marked with label '1'. As seen in the
graph, the axes represent the coordinates of the residual vector. The significant difference
between the two residual vectors is noticeably distinct and therefore the training was achieved
with less number of support vectors. The number of support vectors was less than 10% of the
data.

Figure 4-40. Residual vector for a healthy motor and faulty motor (AGE) operating at 60Hz under
no-load condition superimposed.
Classifier 2: Healthy vs BF
Figure 4-41 shows a difference in the width of the two residual vectors, although they lay
overlapped. In this case, there was a little higher number of support vectors than in classifier 1.

Figure 4-41. Residual vector for a healthy motor and faulty motor (BF) operating at 60Hz under
no-load condition superimposed.
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Classifier 3: Healthy vs BRB
Figure 4-42 shows that the two residual vectors are almost entirely overlapped.
Therefore, the training sample had many support vectors, and the testing had higher classification
error. This aspect of detecting BRB fault, being very difficult, was presented earlier in Section
4.1.1.1. However, the synthesizing scheme implemented in OVO method classifies the BRB fault
from others, which will be shown in Table 4.8 and Table 4.9.

Figure 4-42. Residual vector for a healthy motor and faulty motor (BRB) operating at 60Hz under
no-load condition superimposed.
Classifier 4: Healthy vs DSS
Figure 4-43 shows that the two residual vectors are completely overlapped and this leads
to the motor with DSS being classified as Healthy or vice versa. This similarity was already
discussed in Section 4.1.1.1.

Figure 4-43. Residual vector for a healthy motor and faulty motor (DSS) operating at 60Hz under
no-load condition superimposed.
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Classifier 5: AGE vs BF
As seen in Figure 4-44, there is a significant difference between the two residual vectors
both under no-load and full-load conditions. Therefore, the training was achieved with less
number of support vectors and the classification error was in the range of 12% that is very low.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-44. Residual vector for a faulty motor (AGE) and another faulty motor (BF) operating at
60Hz under: (a) no-load (b) full-load
Classifier 6: AGE vs BRB
A similar distinct pattern as in the case of OVO classifier 5 was observed as seen in
Figure 4-45. Therefore, less classification error with less number of support vectors.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-45. Residual vector for a faulty motor (AGE) and another faulty motor (BRB) operating
at 60Hz under: (a) no-load (b) full-load
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Classifier 7: AGE vs DSS
Furthermore, as seen in Figure 4-46, a similar distinct pattern as in the case of OVO
classifier 5 and 6 was observed, therefore lesser number of support vectors and less classification
error. This can be attributed to the severity of AGE fault as presented in Section 4.1.1.2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-46. Residual vector for a faulty motor (AGE) and another faulty motor (DSS) operating
at 60Hz under: (a) no-load (b) full-load
Classifier 8: BF vs BRB
The residual vector of motors with BF and BRB had a good portion of distinct points as
shown in Figure 4-47 (a) & (b). The training had less number of support vectors and the
classification error was in the range of 20% that is not too high.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-47. Residual vector for a faulty motor (BF) and another faulty motor (BRB) operating at
60Hz under: (a) no-load (b) full-load
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Classifier 9: BF vs DSS
Similarly, residual vector of motors with BF and DSS as seen in Figure 4-48 had a good
portion of distinct points both under no-load and full-load conditions, so the training had less
number of support vectors and the classification error was in the range of 15%.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-48. Residual vector for a faulty motor (BF) and another faulty motor (DSS) operating at
60Hz under: (a) no-load (b) full-load
Classifier 10: BRB vs DSS
Figure 4-49 shows very little deviation between the two residual vectors, but the higher
number of support vectors during the training process made the classification error at a reasonable
level and the synthesizing scheme implemented classified the BRB fault correctly.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-49. Residual vector for a faulty motor (BRB) and another faulty motor (DSS) operating
at 60Hz under: (a) no-load (b) full-load
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SVM OVO Classifiers Synthesizing Scheme
During the training process, each of the residual vectors is labeled in different classes.
Whereas during the testing process, the current is a random sample from any of the motors.
However, to classify the fault, all test inputs are labeled as '0' irrespective of the classifier.
Therefore, if the test classification error was less than 50%, then the test sample belongs to the
motor mentioned on the left side of the classifier. For example, if the binary classifier is A vs B
and the classification error is less than 50 percent then the sample belongs to motor A and if it is
more than 50 percent it is motor B.
The classification error is defined by (4.4),
(4.4)

In Table 4-8, each row shows the classification error (Eq. 4-4) in all ten binary classifiers
for samples from one motor each. In the synthesizing scheme the three least values in each row
are picked and based on the motor classified in each of the three classifiers, the correct motor is
classified.
Table 4-8. OVO classification error table at 60Hz operating at no-load for a single test run
Motor Classifier

Motor1
(Healthy)
Motor2
(AGE)
Motor3
(BF)
Motor4
(BRB)
Motor5
(DSS)

1 vs 2

1 vs 3

1 vs 4

1 vs 5

2 vs 3

2 vs 4

2 vs 5

3 vs 4

3 vs 5

4 vs 5

21.9

37.5

60.8

73.8

75.7

77.5

77.1

61.1

67.05

60.95

98.4

68.35

90.5

45.2

18.8

1.25

1.45

48

34.15

22.65

35.1

90.95

88.55

51.5

94

63.9

58.8

20.2

15.35

19.5

27.1

52.9

85.3

77.95

74.5

73.9

73.45

60.6

50.7

39.5

24.05

32.6

64.05

89.7

71.45

75.65

77

68.4

72.75

67.95
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From the first row, the error rates for samples from motor 1 (healthy) are shown and the
first three values slashed are the least. Two of them classify the sample to be from a healthy
motor, but the third one classifies it to have BRB. Therefore, motor 1, which is a healthy motor is
observed to have similar characteristic to motor 4.
From the second row, the error rates for samples from motor 2 (AGE) are shown and the
three values slashed are the least and all three of them classify the sample to be from a motor with
AGE. Therefore, the motor with AGE is rightly classified as AGE.
From the third row, the error rates for samples from motor 3 (BF) are shown and the three
values slashed are the least and two of them classify the sample to be from a motor with BF and
the other one classifies it to be from a motor with BRB. Since the classification is split, the error
rate of the classifier involving the two motors in the split decision is seen. In this case, they are
the motors with BF and BRB and the classifier trained with samples from these two motors
classifies the test sample to be from a motor with BF. Therefore, the motor with BF is rightly
classified as BF.
From the fourth row, the error rates for samples from motor 4 (BRB) are shown and the
three values slashed are the least. All three of them classify the sample as a motor with a different
fault. One of them classified the sample to be from a healthy motor, the next one as BRB, and the
last one as DSS. Now, the two classifiers trained with data from the healthy and the other two
motors in split decision indicate that the sample is not from a healthy motor. Further looking at
the classifier involving motors with BRB and DSS, the test sample from motor 4 is classified to
be from a motor with BRB. Therefore, the motor with BRB is rightly classified as BRB.
From the fifth row, the error rates for samples from motor 5 (DSS) are shown and the
first three values slashed are the least. Two of them classify the sample to be from healthy motor,
but the third one classifies it to have BRB. Therefore, motor 5 that has DSS is wrongly classified
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as healthy. This aspect was clearly discussed in Section 4.1.1.1 where the faults were discussed
based on eigenvalues. Motor 1 and Motor 5 have identical characteristics.

Table 4-9 shows a similar trend when the motors are operated under full-load condition.
All other faults except DSS were rightly classified under full-load conditions as well.

Table 4-9. OVO classification error table at 60Hz operating at full-load
Motor Classifier

Motor2
(AGE)
Motor3
(BF)
Motor4
(BRB)
Motor5
(DSS)

2 vs 3

2 vs 4

2 vs 5

3 vs 4

3 vs 5

4 vs 5

0.15

13.95

14.55

65.6

66.15

85.2

73.35

77.5

80.85

2.15

2.45

54.25

50

87.35

89.55

62.45

61.65

42.05

43

87.75

87.85

72.35

70.5

44.85
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4.1.2.2 One Versus Rest (OVR) Method
In the one-versus-rest method, k SVM models are constructed and the ith SVM is trained
with samples from ith class or motor with label '0' and samples from rest of the motors with label
'1'. Here, there are four distinct classes and therefore four 2-class classifiers are implemented. As
seen in Figure 4-50 there are four SVMs trained to classify each of the four faults. The training is
done similar to OVO method and the decision boundaries are obtained.

Figure 4-50. OVR based SVM classification chart
SVM trained to classify AGE was trained with samples from AGE with label '0' and the
rest of the motors with label '1'. SVM trained to classify BF was trained with samples from BF
with label '0' and the rest of the motors other than AGE with label '1'. SVM trained to classify
BRB was trained with samples from BRB with label '0' and the rest of the motors other than AGE
and BF with label '1'. SVM trained to classify DSS was trained with samples from DSS with label
'0' and the rest of the motors other than DSS (just healthy) with label '1'.
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Classifier 1: AGE vs Rest
As seen in Figure 4-51, the AGE fault has distinctive features from the rest of the motors
and had very few support vectors and very low classification error in the range of 5%.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-51. Residual vector pattern for a faulty motor (AGE) and the rest of the motors operating
at 60Hz under: (a) no-load (b) full-load
Classifier 2: BF vs Rest
BF fault had lesser distinctive points from the rest of the motors compared to AGE as
seen in Figure 4-52. The use of the OVR method made it easier to classify the fault correctly as
shown in Tables 4-10 and 4-11.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-52. Residual vector pattern for a faulty motor (BF) and the rest of the motors operating
at 60Hz under: (a) no-load (b) full-load
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Classifier 3: BRB vs Rest
BRB fault had lesser distinctive points from the rest of the motors compared to AGE and
BF as seen in Figure 4-53. The use of the OVR method made it easier to classify the fault
correctly as shown in Tables 4-10 and 4-11.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-53. Residual vector pattern for a faulty motor (BRB) and the rest of the motors operating
at 60Hz under: (a) no-load (b) full-load
Classifier 4: DSS vs Rest
DSS fault had fewer distinctive points as seen in Figure 4-54. However, similar to BF and
BRB the use of the OVR method made it easier to classify the fault correctly.

Figure 4-54. Residual vector pattern for a faulty motor (BF) and the rest of the motors operating
at 60Hz under no-load
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SVM OVR Classifiers Synthesizing Scheme
Columns in Table 4-10 show the classification error (Eq. 4-4) when the test sample data
are passed through each of the classifiers. As observed, the value slashed in each of the columns
is the lowest value in that column.
Table 4-10. OVR classification error table at 60Hz operating at no-load

Classifier

Motor

Classifier 1
(2 vs rest)
Classifier2
(3 vs rest)
Classifier3
(4 vs rest)
Classifier4
(5 vs rest)

Motor 1
(Healthy)

Motor 2
(AGE)

Motor 3
(BF)

Motor 4
(BRB)

Motor 5
(DSS)

79.35

4.2

69.7

75

77.35

68.15

41.05

15.55

56.2

74.15

58.2

21.1

19.2

32.95

60.45

45.25

63.7

63.85

44.95

24.55

Motor 1 (Healthy) and Motor 5 (DSS) have the lowest values in the classifier 4 trained
with samples from the motor with DSS and the healthy motor. This implies that both of them
were classified in the same category, which was also observed in the OVO method.
The test sample from Motor 2 (AGE) had the lowest error in the classifier that was
trained to classify AGE from the rest; therefore, the AGE fault was correctly classified.
The test sample from Motor 3 (BF) had the lowest error in the classifier that was trained
to classify BF from the rest; therefore, the BF fault was correctly classified.
The test sample from Motor 4 (BRB) had the lowest error in the classifier that was
trained to classify BRB from the rest; therefore, the BRB fault was correctly classified.
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Table 4-11 shows a similar trend when the motors are operated under full-load condition.
All other faults except DSS were rightly classified at full-load conditions as well.

Table 4-11. OVR classification error table at 60Hz operating at full-load

Classifier

2 vs rest
3 vs rest
4 vs rest

Motor

Motor 2
(AGE)
5.8
42.7
24.3

Motor 3
(BF)
70.55
18.3
19.45
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Motor 4
(BRB)
75.45
58.95
36.3

Motor 5
(DSS)
76.2
76.1
64.15

4.2 Artificial Neural Networks Analysis
In this section, another method using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is modeled. A
hybrid neural network has been modeled which also is a binary classifier. Therefore, similar to
the SVM, in order to perform multi-class classifications, multiple 2-class problems are
performed, and the classifiers are coupled to reconstruct the solution for the multiclass problem
from the individual 2-class solutions. The one-against-one approach is used here.
The input data are processed by PCA, which gives the residual vector that is obtained
from Equation (4.2). The residual vector is used as input for ANN classification. When 4000
samples were used for the training of ANN similar to SVM, the ANN tends to over-learn and
memorize the pattern that does not yield good test results. Therefore, only 400 samples, 200 from
each motor were used to train the ANN. This gave consistent test results that were inconsistent
when 4000 samples were used.
Figure 4-55 represents the process implemented to perform the classification using a
Hybrid ANN. The αβ-current obtained using Clarke's transformation is pre-processed using PCA
to obtain the residual vector. The residual vector is then processed using the RBF function
defined by (2.8) and K-means algorithm. The number of clusters in the K-means algorithm was
set to 20 by the trial and error method. The performance of the hybrid ANN did not yield any
better results when the number of clusters was increased above 20. Similar to the one-versus-one
(OVO) method used in SVM, ten 2-class classifiers were built and trained with known target
values. After successful training the ten classifiers were tested using 2000 samples from all five
motors and the classification error obtained from (4.4) are shown in Table 4-12.
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Figure 4-55. Hybrid Neural Network system process flow

Table 4-12 summarizes the results for the ANN classification using the one-versus-one
method.
Table 4-12. ANN multi-class classification error
Motor Classifier

Motor 1
(Healthy)
Motor 2
(AGE)
Motor 3
(BF)
Motor 4
(BRB)
Motor 5
(DSS)

1 vs 2

1 vs 3

1 vs 4

1 vs 5

2 vs 3

2 vs 4

2 vs 5

3 vs 4

3 vs 5

4 vs 5

26.35

52.35

72.4

68.85

60.85

78.7

74.55

30.75

41.9

45.65

98.85

56.9

69.9

59.4

2.6

3.65

1

12.3

46.15

58.85

45.65

91.9

86.45

68.85

50.65

64.85

61.2

4.25

4

20.1

22.1

40.15

65.9

67.35

62.1

80.95

75.8

37.8

54.3

54.55

26.55

49.05

75.6

67.5

61.2

78.1

74.7

29.3

42.2

45.35

From the second row, the error rates for samples from motor 2 (AGE) are shown and the
three values slashed are the least and all three of them classify the sample to be from a motor with
AGE. Therefore, the motor with AGE is rightly classified as AGE.
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From the third row, the error rates for sample from motor 3 (BF) are shown and the three
values slashed are the least and two of them classify the sample to be from a motor with BF and
the other one classifies it to be from a motor with BRB. Since the classification is split, the error
rate of the classifier involving the two motors in the split decision is seen. In this case, they are
the motors with BF and BRB and the classifier trained with samples from these two motors
classifies the sample to be from a motor with BF. Therefore the motor with BF is rightly
classified as BF.
Motor 1 (Healthy), motor 4 (BRB), and motor 5 (DSS) showed very similar error rates
for all ten classifiers. Therefore, they were difficult to classify.

4.3 Comparison of SVM and ANN Techniques
Three different methods were implemented to analyze the induction motor current to
recognize five different patterns (one no-fault and four different fault conditions). PCA was used
to detect the fault directly from the three-phase data and also process the converted αβ-current to
generate the residual vector to be used by SVM and ANN methods. SVM and ANN were
designed similar to each other. SVM used an RBF kernel, whereas ANN had an RBF processing
before it was fed to the perceptron. SVM by default is a 2-class classifier and the hybrid ANN
had a perceptron network to make it a 2-class classifier. These similarities in design made the
comparison more reasonable.
Table 4-13 summarizes the faults that were classified and not classified in each method.
SVM-OVR method was the most effective as it was able to classify all the four faults correctly.
This could be attributed to the OVR synthesizing scheme. SVM-OVO was able to classify all
faults except DSS, which has a very similar characteristic to that of the healthy motor. The ANNOVO classifier was only able to classify the more severe AGE and BF faults.
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Table 4-13. Comparison based on classified faults
Method

Fault
AGE
BF
BRB
DSS

SVM-OVO
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

SVM-OVR
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

ANN-OVO
Yes
Yes
No
No

Table 4-14 presents the time taken by each of the three methods during the training
process. Although the SVM-OVO method had ten classifiers, it was the fastest, as all ten
classifiers were trained with 4000 samples. Whereas, in the SVM-OVR method, the training
sample size varied from10000 to 4000 samples as the process goes from classifier 1 to classifier
4. The ANN-OVO method although the training was done only with 400 samples it took a longer
time as compared to the SVM-OVO method.
Table 4-14. Comparison based on time taken for Training
Method
SVM-OVO
SVM-OVR
ANN-OVO

Training Time (Seconds)
18.5
54.2
43.6
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Chapter 5 HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF MCSA SYSTEM
In this chapter, a procedure to build an FPGA based Induction Motor (IM) diagnostic
prototype tool that incorporates Motor Current Signature Analysis (MCSA) through the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis technique is presented and the results are discussed.

5.1 FPGA based tool design and procedure
In this work, the FPGA is programmed to convert the current signal in time domain to
frequency domain and then analyze the frequency signal to diagnose and classify the faults
discussed in the previous sections. Fault diagnosis implemented in software simulation platforms
requires resizing of the data due to lower computational efficiency, whereas when it comes to
FPGA, the actual signal can be analyzed without resizing so that no feature of the signal is lost
[25] [26].
The tool is designed to be used in offline mode, where the time domain signal is already
recorded for four different faulty motors and a healthy motor. The offline mode could primarily
be used by students in academic settings, in laboratory sessions, and by the industries to test the
machines offline. Figure 5-1 shows the different connections between the hardware components
on the DE2-115 board and the software components in the host. It also shows the process flow of
FFT analysis. The DE2-115 board is connected to the host through the USB blast driver; this
interface connects the hardware to the QuartusII design software that resides in the host. The
purpose of building such a tool is to have a self-contained tool that can diagnose and classify the
faults independently, without the use of a computer.
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Figure 5-1: Block Diagram Depicting FFT Analysis Method Flow

The Altera DE2-115 FPGA board is the tool that will do the computational part of the
fault diagnosis. This board is programmed through a software package QuartusII through the
USB blast driver using a JTAG interface. Matlab Simulink is used to compare the results form
FPGA with standard Matlab FFT function. The conversion of time domain signal to frequency
domain through FFT is done with the FFT mega core function in QuartusII. The frequency signal
would then be analyzed at calculated fault frequencies for any particular machine.
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Figure 5-2 summarizes the procedure for building each component on the Quartus II. The
Megawizard plug-in manager is a tool within the Quartus II, which provides inbuilt functions of
various kinds. In this work the individual design components to be implemented on the FPGA
were built from the Megawizard plug-in. The FFT Megacore is the component that has the design
parameters of the FFT computational part of the design. Similarly. RAM:1-port and RAM: 2-port
are the inbuilt components that comprise the design parameters of the input memory block and
output memory block respectively. The In-system memory content editor is another tool within
the Quartus II that enables live reading of the data from the hardware memory components.
Programmer is another tool through which the design files complied in Quartus II are written to
the FPGA.
The detailed procedure to build all these individual components and their integration is
provided in the appendix.

Figure 5-2: Device selection during project creation
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5.2 Analysis of FFT results
In Figure 5-3, the first plot shows the current in the frequency domain which is clearly
characterized by individual spikes. The next four curves were plotted to find the minimum
number of samples required to obtain the characteristic spikes. The specific number of samples
was chosen as implementation in FPGA requires the number of samples to be a power of 2.
Figure 5-3 clearly indicates that the frequency domain graph with 32768 samples is the one that
closely resembles the one with 50000 samples, which is the maximum number of samples
available.

Figure 5-3: Frequency domain plot of sample data for different sample size.
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5.2.1 Analysis of AGE
The spikes at 159Hz and 161 Hz are common between the two motors ABI11 and
BIM11. As seen in Figure 5-4, the spike at 153Hz, the predicted fault frequency, is the one that is
uncommon from the DSS fault frequency. Therefore, the motor BIM11 can be classified with
AGE. Similar spikes were observed in Phase A and Phase C currents as well.

Figure 5-4: Frequency domain comparison of ABI11 and BIM11
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5.2.2 Analysis of BF
549Hz is the calculated BF fault frequency, as seen in Figure 5-5. The magnitude at that
particular frequency shows motor BIM21 with a lesser spike, which could be an indication of a
less severe BF fault.

Figure 5-5: Frequency domain comparison of ABI11 and BIM21
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5.2.3 Analysis of BRB
As presented earlier, in the other fault classification methods, the frequency spectrum
shown in Figure 5-6, the calculated fault frequencies for motor ABI11 and HIM11 showed no
difference and therefore, motor 4 cannot be classified with BRB as per the frequency analysis.
The same condition was noted in full-load conditions also.

Figure 5-6: Frequency domain comparison of ABI11 and HIM11
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5.2.4 Analysis of DSS
As seen in Figure 5-7, motors ABI11 and HIM21 show spikes at calculated fault
frequencies, which are common between AGE and DSS. Therefore, it is difficult to classify DSS
fault by frequency analysis. This could also be due to the lesser severity of the fault.

Figure 5-7: Frequency domain comparison of ABI11 and BIM21
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion
Four different faults were analyzed in different ways and a common trend was observed
in their analysis. Those common trends are as mentioned below,
Motor 2 (BIM11) is clearly diagnosed with air gap eccentricity clearly by all four
methods (PCA, SVM, ANN and FFT) at all frequencies, and at both loading conditions. This
could be attributed to the major severity of the fault as presented in PCA results. The severity of
fault and the direction of fault very consistent at all eight frequencies.
Motor 3 (BIM12) is diagnosed with bearing failure by PCA, SVM and ANN methods at
all frequencies in both loading conditions, although the frequency spectrum did not have a very
clear indication of the fault. This illustrates the effectiveness of the novel algorithms presented, as
they are able to detect a BF fault that is not clearly indicated by the frequency spectrum, a
classical way to diagnose faults.
Motor 4 (HIM11) is diagnosed with broken rotor bars by PCA and SVM methods, but
ANN was not able classify the fault and frequency analysis did not give any indication of the
fault. This could be attributed to the less sever BRB fault in motor 4. ANN and frequency plot
also showed similar characteristics between Motor 4 (HIM11) and Motor 5 (HIM21).
Furthermore, this illustrates the effectiveness of PCA and SVM methods.
Motor 5 (HIM21) which has a dislocated stator slot when the data were recorded shows
almost identical frequency domain characteristics as motor ABI11, which was assumed to be
healthy. This similarity between the two motors was also clearly observed in SVM and ANN
techniques. PCA almost showed a very similar severity of fault for the two motors. This could
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mean that Motor 1 (ABI11), which was assumed to be healthy, is not healthy and has a minor
DSS fault.
Motor 2 with AGE and Motor 3 with BF are identical motors from the same
manufacturer. According to PCA analysis, the severity of fault in both these motors is high and
PCA is able to characterize the fault in terms of direction, which clearly indicates that both the
faults have modified the current in different directions. Across all the four methods, it is clear that
faults in Motor 4 (HIM11) and Motor 5 (HIM21) are negligible.
The more severe faults AGE and BF as shown by PCA, did show spikes at the predicted
fault frequencies. Whereas the less severe BRB and DSS, as shown by PCA did not show
defining spikes at predicted fault frequencies and had noticeable similarities to the motor that was
assumed to be healthy.
While the standard frequency analysis technique required a minimum 32768 samples to
diagnose the fault, the new proposed methods based on PCA, SVM, and ANN were able to
diagnose the fault with only 2000 samples.
Based on these results, this work has accomplished the goal to contribute to the area of
motor fault diagnosis. PCA not only detected the faults but also quantized the fault and
characterized the fault in terms of direction, which is a unique contribution of this work. SVM
was able to detect the faults that were not clearly indicated by the standard frequency analysis.
The synthesizing scheme used in SVM is only based on the numbers from SVM without the use
of any complex feature extraction techniques, which is unique to this work. Therefore, this work
has created a framework where data from other motors can be analyzed in different techniques
and the fault can be examined in different perspectives based on the same parameter, current the
measurement of which will only require a reliable current sensor.
By implementation of FFT analysis on the FPGA the tool created further leads to many
other possibilities that can be implemented on the FPGA. Apart from the frequency analysis that
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has been implemented, the other techniques such as PCA, SVM, and ANN can be designed on the
FPGA. This work is contributing to the area of induction motor fault diagnosis tools by creation
of this FPGA based tool, which is more economical than most of the diagnostic devices presently
in use.

6.2 Recommendations for Further Study
The number of clusters in the ANN method that was selected based on trial and error can
be selected by implementing methods such as a genetic algorithm. This will be helpful when
implementing the ANN algorithm for a similar diagnosis or it can improve the ANN results here
in this work and help diagnose BRB and DSS faults, which were not classified. The efficiency of
the hybrid ANN can also be compared by implementing a standard ANN.
The algorithms based on SVM and ANN can be implemented on the FPGA. This will
provide multiple options to the FPGA diagnostic tool user. The user will be able to examine the
faults from different perspectives from the different methods.
The design on the FPGA can be enhanced to obtain real time data from live motors
through various communication protocols such as Ethernet and RS232. Having a diagnosis tool
that will predict the faults in a live motor will further enhance the predictive maintenance routine
employed by industries.
The FPGA based tool can be incorporated into a Multi Agent System (MAS) as an agent
to aid in demand side load management on a microgrid. It can also be programmed to send
signals back to the microgrid. The FPGA diagnostic tool in a microgrid as a hardware agent will
be helpful in testing the ability of the MAS in handling live agents.
The FPGA tool can be incorporated to many Altera user interfaces to plot real time
frequency signals computed in the FPGA, which will be very helpful in an academic setting.
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Appendix
Matlab code to project the variable on three dimensional principal component space
calculates variance explained by each principal component
close all;
clear all;
clc;

load ('abi11_hea.mat');

%healthy motor
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load
load
load
load

%
%
%
%

('bim11_age_nl.mat');
('bim21_bf_nl.mat');
('him11_br_nl.mat');
('him21_ds_nl.mat');

load
load
load
load

('bim11_age_fl.mat');
('bim21_bf_fl.mat');
('him11_br_fl.mat');
('him21_ds_fl.mat');

%fault
%fault
%fault
%fault

1
2
3
4

%fault
%fault
%fault
%fault

motor
motor
motor
motor

1
2
3
4

running
running
running
running

motor
motor
motor
motor

no-load
no-load
no-load
no-load

running
running
running
running

full-load
full-load
full-load
full-load

for i=1:3:18
shuffle_A=[(abi11(15001:20000,i)/max(abs(abi11(:,i))))...
(abi11(15001:20000,i+1)/max(abs(abi11(:,i+1))))...
(abi11(15001:20000,i+2)/max(abs(abi11(:,i+2))))];
shuffle_B=[(bim11(15001:20000,i)/max(abs(bim11(:,i))))...
(bim11(15001:20000,i+1)/max(abs(bim11(:,i+1))))...
(bim11(15001:20000,i+2)/max(abs(bim11(:,i+2))))];
shuffle_C=[(bim21(15001:20000,i)/max(abs(bim21(:,i))))...
(bim21(15001:20000,i+1)/max(abs(bim21(:,i+1))))...
(bim21(15001:20000,i+2)/max(abs(bim21(:,i+2))))];
shuffle_D=[(him11(15001:20000,i)/max(abs(him11(:,i))))...
(him11(15001:20000,i+1)/max(abs(him11(:,i+1))))...
(him11(15001:20000,i+2)/max(abs(him11(:,i+2))))];
shuffle_E=[(him21(15001:20000,i)/max(abs(him21(:,i))))...
(him21(15001:20000,i+1)/max(abs(him21(:,i+1))))...
(him21(15001:20000,i+2)/max(abs(him21(:,i+2))))];

end

figure(1)
[pc_A,score_A,latent_A,~,e1] = princomp(shuffle_A);
biplot(pc_A,'Scores',score_A,'VarLabels',{'i_a', 'i_b' ,'i_c' })
xlabel('Principal Component 1 (\xi_1)');
ylabel('Principal Component 2 (\xi_2)');
zlabel('Principal Component 3 (\xi_3)');
title ('Healthy motor')

figure(10)
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pareto(e5)
xlabel('Principal Component')
ylabel('Variance Explained (%)')
title ('Motor with Damaged Stator Slots')

for i=1:1:10
saveas(figure(i),fullfile('C:\Users\Nadeem\Desktop\Thesis
Images\PCA_final\3d',['figure' num2str(i) '.jpeg']));
end

Matlab code to calculate the principal component eigenvalues and plot graphs
comparing values across all frequencies, calculates severity and deviation of principal
component space from variable space in three dimensional space
close all;
clear all;
clc;

load
load
load
load
load

%
%
%
%

('abi11_hea.mat');
('bim11_age_nl.mat');
('bim21_bf_nl.mat');
('him11_br_nl.mat');
('him21_ds_nl.mat');

load
load
load
load

('bim11_age_fl.mat');
('bim21_bf_fl.mat');
('him11_br_fl.mat');
('him21_ds_fl.mat');

%healthy motor
%fault 1 motor running
%fault 2 motor running
%fault 3 motor running
%fault 4 motor running

%fault
%fault
%fault
%fault

1
2
3
4

motor
motor
motor
motor

no-load
no-load
no-load
no-load

running
running
running
running

full-load
full-load
full-load
full-load

for i=1:3:24

shuffle_A=[(abi11(15001:20000,i)/max(abs(abi11(:,i))))...
(abi11(15001:20000,i+1)/max(abs(abi11(:,i+1))))...
(abi11(15001:20000,i+2)/max(abs(abi11(:,i+2))))];
shuffle_B=[(bim11(15001:20000,i)/max(abs(bim11(:,i))))...
(bim11(15001:20000,i+1)/max(abs(bim11(:,i+1))))...
(bim11(15001:20000,i+2)/max(abs(bim11(:,i+2))))];
shuffle_C=[(bim21(15001:20000,i)/max(abs(bim21(:,i))))...
(bim21(15001:20000,i+1)/max(abs(bim21(:,i+1))))...
(bim21(15001:20000,i+2)/max(abs(bim21(:,i+2))))];
shuffle_D=[(him11(15001:20000,i)/max(abs(him11(:,i))))...
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(him11(15001:20000,i+1)/max(abs(him11(:,i+1))))...
(him11(15001:20000,i+2)/max(abs(him11(:,i+2))))];
shuffle_E=[(him21(15001:20000,i)/max(abs(him21(:,i))))...
(him21(15001:20000,i+1)/max(abs(him21(:,i+1))))...
(him21(15001:20000,i+2)/max(abs(him21(:,i+2))))];

[v1,score_A,l1]
[v2,score_B,l2]
[v3,score_C,l3]
[v4,score_D,l4]
[v5,score_E,l5]

=
=
=
=
=

princomp(shuffle_A);
princomp(shuffle_B);
princomp(shuffle_C);
princomp(shuffle_D);
princomp(shuffle_E);

d1=diag(l1); d2=diag(l2); d3=diag(l3);
d4=diag(l4); d5=diag(l5);

k=1:1:8;
x_5(:,k) = v_5 (:,i);
y_5(:,k) = v_5 (:,i+1);
z_5(:,k) = v_5 (:,i+2);
for k=1:8
Theta_xr(k) = acosd(dot(x_5(:,k),r)/(norm(x_5(:,k))*norm(r)));
Theta_yr(k) = acosd(dot(y_5(:,k),r)/(norm(y_5(:,k))*norm(r)));
Theta_zr(k) = acosd(dot(z_5(:,k),r)/(norm(z_5(:,k))*norm(r)));
end
Theta_5 = [Theta_xr; Theta_yr; Theta_zr];

Matlab code to calculate the principal component eigenvalues for each motor at a
single frequency for different blocks of data
close all;
clear all;
clc;

load ('abi11_hea.mat');
% load ('bim11_age_nl.mat');
% load ('bim21_bf_nl.mat');

%healthy motor
%fault 1 motor running no-load
%fault 2 motor running no-load
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% load ('him11_br_nl.mat');
% load ('him21_ds_nl.mat');

load
load
load
load

('bim11_age_fl.mat');
('bim21_bf_fl.mat');
('him11_br_fl.mat');
('him21_ds_fl.mat');

%fault 3 motor running no-load
%fault 4 motor running no-load

%fault
%fault
%fault
%fault

1
2
3
4

motor
motor
motor
motor

running
running
running
running

k=1;
for i=1:5000:50000
shuffle_A=[(abi11(i:i+4999,16)/max(abi11(:,16)))...
(abi11(i:i+4999,17)/max(abi11(:,17)))...
(abi11(i:i+4999,18)/max(abi11(:,18)))];
shuffle_B=[(bim11(i:i+4999,16)/max(bim11(:,16)))...
(bim11(i:i+4999,17)/max(bim11(:,17)))...
(bim11(i:i+4999,18)/max(bim11(:,18)))];
shuffle_C=[(bim21(i:i+4999,16)/max(bim21(:,16)))...
(bim21(i:i+4999,17)/max(bim21(:,17)))...
(bim21(i:i+4999,18)/max(bim21(:,18)))];
shuffle_D=[(him11(i:i+4999,16)/max(him11(:,16)))...
(him11(i:i+4999,17)/max(him11(:,17)))...
(him11(i:i+4999,18)/max(him11(:,18)))];
shuffle_E=[(him21(i:i+4999,16)/max(him21(:,16)))...
(him21(i:i+4999,17)/max(him21(:,17)))...
(him21(i:i+4999,18)/max(him21(:,18)))];
[v1,score_A,l1]
[v2,score_B,l2]
[v3,score_C,l3]
[v4,score_D,l4]
[v5,score_E,l5]

=
=
=
=
=

princomp(shuffle_A);
princomp(shuffle_B);
princomp(shuffle_C);
princomp(shuffle_D);
princomp(shuffle_E);

d1=diag(l1); d2=diag(l2); d3=diag(l3);
d4=diag(l4); d5=diag(l5);

d_1(:,k:k+2)
d_2(:,k:k+2)
d_3(:,k:k+2)
d_4(:,k:k+2)
d_5(:,k:k+2)

=
=
=
=
=

[d1];
[d2];
[d3];
[d4];
[d5];

k=k+3;
end
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full-load
full-load
full-load
full-load

s11
s22
s33
s44
s55

=(1=(1=(1=(1=(1-

mean(d_12./d_11))*100;
mean(d_22./d_21))*100;
mean(d_32./d_31))*100;
mean(d_42./d_41))*100;
mean(d_52./d_51))*100;

s=[s11 s22 s33 s44 s55];
for i=1:1:5
saveas(figure(i),fullfile('C:\Users\Nadeem\Desktop\Thesis
Images\PCA_final\block',['figure' num2str(i) '.jpeg']));
end

Matlab code to project the variable on two dimensional principal component space
close all;
clear all;
clc;

load ('abi11_hea.mat');
% load ('bim11_age_nl.mat');
% load ('bim21_bf_nl.mat');
% load ('him11_br_nl.mat');
% load ('him21_ds_nl.mat');

%healthy
%fault
%fault
%fault
%fault

motor
1 motor
2 motor
3 motor
4 motor

%
load
load
load
load

%fault
%fault
%fault
%fault

motor
motor
motor
motor

('bim11_age_fl.mat');
('bim21_bf_fl.mat');
('him11_br_fl.mat');
('him21_ds_fl.mat');

1
2
3
4

running
running
running
running

running
running
running
running

no-load
no-load
no-load
no-load

full-load
full-load
full-load
full-load

%Healthy Motor
shuffle_A=[(abi11(15001:20000,16)/max(abs(abi11(:,16))))...
(abi11(15001:20000,17)/max(abs(abi11(:,17))))...
(abi11(15001:20000,18)/max(abs(abi11(:,18))))];
ialpha1 = (2/3)*(shuffle_A(:,1)-0.5*shuffle_A(:,2)-0.5*shuffle_A(:,3));
ibeta1 = sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_A(:,2)-sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_A(:,3);
ialpha=ialpha1(1);
ibeta=ibeta1(1);
for k=2:1:length(shuffle_A)
ialpha=[ialpha ialpha1(k)];
ibeta= [ibeta ibeta1(k)];
end
i2eq=[ialpha' ibeta'];
figure(1)
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[pc,score,latent] = princomp(i2eq);
biplot(pc,'Scores',score,'VarLabels',{'i_\alpha', 'i_\beta'})
axis([-1,1,-1,1])
xlabel('Principal Component 1 (\xi_1)');
ylabel('Principal Component 2 (\xi_2)');
title ('Healthy motor')

figure(5)
[pc,score,latent] = princomp(i2eq);
biplot(pc,'Scores',score,'VarLabels',{'i_\alpha', 'i_\beta'})
axis([-1,1,-1,1])
xlabel('Principal Component 1 (\xi_1)');
ylabel('Principal Component 2 (\xi_2)');
title ('Motor with Damaged Stator Slots')

% for i=1:1:5
% saveas(figure(i),fullfile('C:\Users\Nadeem\Desktop\Thesis
Images\PCA_final\2d',['figure' num2str(i) '.jpeg']));
% end

Matlab code to calculate the principal component eigenvalues and plot graphs
comparing values across all frequencies, calculates severity and deviation of principal
component space from variable space in two dimensional space
close all;
clear all;
clc;

load ('abi11_hea.mat');
% load ('bim11_age_nl.mat');
% load ('bim21_bf_nl.mat');
% load ('him11_br_nl.mat');
% load ('him21_ds_nl.mat');
%
load ('bim11_age_fl.mat');
load ('bim21_bf_fl.mat');
load ('him11_br_fl.mat');

%healthy
%fault 1
%fault 2
%fault 3
%fault 4

motor
motor
motor
motor
motor

running
running
running
running

no-load
no-load
no-load
no-load

%fault 1 motor running full-load
%fault 2 motor running full-load
%fault 3 motor running full-load
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load ('him21_ds_fl.mat');

%fault 4 motor running full-load

for i=1:3:24
shuffle_A=[(abi11(15001:20000,i)/max(abs(abi11(:,i))))...
(abi11(15001:20000,i+1)/max(abs(abi11(:,i+1))))...
(abi11(15001:20000,i+2)/max(abs(abi11(:,i+2))))];
shuffle_B=[(bim11(15001:20000,i)/max(abs(bim11(:,i))))...
(bim11(15001:20000,i+1)/max(abs(bim11(:,i+1))))...
(bim11(15001:20000,i+2)/max(abs(bim11(:,i+2))))];
shuffle_C=[(bim21(15001:20000,i)/max(abs(bim21(:,i))))...
(bim21(15001:20000,i+1)/max(abs(bim21(:,i+1))))...
(bim21(15001:20000,i+2)/max(abs(bim21(:,i+2))))];
shuffle_D=[(him11(15001:20000,i)/max(abs(him11(:,i))))...
(him11(15001:20000,i+1)/max(abs(him11(:,i+1))))...
(him11(15001:20000,i+2)/max(abs(him11(:,i+2))))];
shuffle_E=[(him21(15001:20000,i)/max(abs(him21(:,i))))...
(him21(15001:20000,i+1)/max(abs(him21(:,i+1))))...
(him21(15001:20000,i+2)/max(abs(him21(:,i+2))))];

ialpha1 = (2/3)*(shuffle_A(:,1)-0.5*shuffle_A(:,2)0.5*shuffle_A(:,3));
ibeta1 = sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_A(:,2)-sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_A(:,3);
i2eq_A=[ialpha1 ibeta1];

ialpha1 = (2/3)*(shuffle_B(:,1)-0.5*shuffle_B(:,2)0.5*shuffle_B(:,3));
ibeta1 = sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_B(:,2)-sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_B(:,3);
i2eq_B=[ialpha1 ibeta1];

for k=1:8
Theta_xr(k) = acosd(dot(x_4(:,k),r)/(norm(x_4(:,k))*norm(r)));
Theta_yr(k) = acosd(dot(y_4(:,k),r)/(norm(y_4(:,k))*norm(r)));
end
Theta_4 = round([Theta_xr; Theta_yr]);
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k=1:1:8;
x_5(:,k) = v_5 (:,i);
y_5(:,k) = v_5 (:,i+1);

for k=1:8
Theta_xr(k) = acosd(dot(x_5(:,k),r)/(norm(x_5(:,k))*norm(r)));
Theta_yr(k) = acosd(dot(y_5(:,k),r)/(norm(y_5(:,k))*norm(r)));
end
Theta_5 = round([Theta_xr; Theta_yr]);

% for i=1:1:6
% saveas(figure(i),fullfile('C:\Users\Nadeem\Desktop\Thesis
Images\PCA_final\2d',['figure' num2str(i) '.jpeg']));
% end

Matlab code to project the data on the variable space and principal component
space across the same axis.
close all;
clear all;
clc;
% load ('bim11_hea.mat');
load ('bim11_age_nl.mat');
% load ('bim11_bf_nl.mat');
% load ('bim11_br_nl.mat');
% load ('bim11_ds_nl.mat');
%
%
%
%
%

load
load
load
load

('bim11_age_fl.mat');
('bim11_bf_fl.mat');
('bim11_br_fl.mat');
('bim11_ds_fl.mat');

%healthy
%fault 1
%fault
%fault
%fault

%fault
%fault
%fault
%fault

motor
motor running no-load
2 motor running no-load
3 motor running no-load
4 motor running no-load

1
2
3
4

motor
motor
motor
motor

running
running
running
running

full-load
full-load
full-load
full-load

datamatrix=([bim11(15001:20000,16)/max(abs(bim11(:,16)))...
bim11(15001:20000,17)/max(abs(bim11(:,17)))...
bim11(15001:20000,18)/max(abs(bim11(:,18)))]);
ialpha1 = (2/3)*(datamatrix(:,1)-0.5*datamatrix(:,2)0.5*datamatrix(:,3));
ibeta1 = sqrt(1/3)*datamatrix(:,2)-sqrt(1/3)*datamatrix(:,3);

i2eq=[ialpha1 ibeta1];
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figure(1)
[pc,score,latent] = princomp(i2eq);
Xcentered = score*pc';

biplot(pc,'Scores',score)
axis([-1,1,-1,1])
xlabel('Principal Component 1 (\xi_1)');
ylabel('Principal Component 2 (\xi_2)');
title({'{\color{green}*} - Data projected on the variable space';...
'{\color{red}*} - Data projected on the Principal component
space'})

Matlab function code to create the train data with label for all motors and train the
SVM for OVO method
function data=shuffle_all(wsa,wsb)
label1=zeros(2000,1);
label2=ones(2000,1);
data = [wsa label1;
wsb label2];
[n_row, n_col] = size(data);
shuffle_seq = randperm(n_row);
for i = (1:n_row),
data_shuffled(i,:) = data(shuffle_seq(i),:);
end;
svmStruct =
svmtrain(data_shuffled(1:4000,1:2),data_shuffled(1:4000,3),'showplot',fa
lse,...
'kernel_function','rbf','boxconstraint',10);

data=svmStruct;

\\
close all;
clear all;
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clc;
load ('abi11_hea.mat');
% load ('bim11_age_nl.mat');
% load ('bim21_bf_nl.mat');
% load ('him11_br_nl.mat');
% load ('him21_ds_nl.mat');
%
load ('bim11_age_fl.mat');
load ('bim21_bf_fl.mat');
load ('him11_br_fl.mat');
load ('him21_ds_fl.mat');

%healthy
%fault 1
%fault 2
%fault 3
%fault 4
%fault
%fault
%fault
%fault

1
2
3
4

motor
motor
motor
motor
motor

motor
motor
motor
motor

running
running
running
running

running
running
running
running

no-load
no-load
no-load
no-load

no-load
no-load
no-load
no-load

%Healthy Motor
shuffle_A=[(abi11(30001:32000,16)/max(abs(abi11(:,16))))...
(abi11(30001:32000,17)/max(abs(abi11(:,17))))...
(abi11(30001:32000,18)/max(abs(abi11(:,18))))];
ialpha1 = (2/3)*(shuffle_A(:,1)-0.5*shuffle_A(:,2)-0.5*shuffle_A(:,3));
ibeta1 = sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_A(:,2)-sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_A(:,3);
i2eq=[ialpha1 ibeta1];
[U,~,~] = svd(i2eq);
w1=U(:,1:2);
w2=U(:,3:2000);
Res_vec=w1*w1'*i2eq;
ws1= Res_vec;

figure(10)
plot(ws4(:,1),ws4(:,2),'g*',ws5(:,1),ws5(:,2),'r+')
xlabel('r1'); ylabel('r2');
legend('BRB','DSS')
% for i=1:1:10
% saveas(figure(i),fullfile('C:\Users\Nadeem\Desktop\Thesis
Images\SVM_final\SVM_ovo_fl',['figure' num2str(i) '.jpeg']));
% end
svm_12=shuffle_all(ws1,ws2);
svm_13=shuffle_all(ws1,ws3);
svm_14=shuffle_all(ws1,ws4);
svm_15=shuffle_all(ws1,ws5);
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svm_23=shuffle_all(ws2,ws3);
svm_24=shuffle_all(ws2,ws4);
svm_25=shuffle_all(ws2,ws5);
svm_34=shuffle_all(ws3,ws4);
svm_35=shuffle_all(ws3,ws5);
svm_45=shuffle_all(ws4,ws5);

Matlab code to test the trained SVM and calculate the error rate for OVO method
function er=test_svm(train,wst)
target=zeros(2000,1);
% target=ones(2000,1);
class = svmclassify(train,wst(:,1:2));
er1 = mse(class - target);
class = svmclassify(train,wst(:,3:4));
er2 = mse(class - target);
class = svmclassify(train,wst(:,5:6));
er3 = mse(class - target);
class = svmclassify(train,wst(:,7:8));
er4 = mse(class - target);
class = svmclassify(train,wst(:,9:10));
er5 = mse(class - target);
er=[er1 er2 er3 er4 er5];
\\
%Healthy Motor
shuffle_A=[(abi11(20001:22000,16)/max(abs(abi11(:,16))))...
(abi11(20001:22000,17)/max(abs(abi11(:,17))))...
(abi11(20001:22000,18)/max(abs(abi11(:,18))))];
ialpha1 = (2/3)*(shuffle_A(:,1)-0.5*shuffle_A(:,2)-0.5*shuffle_A(:,3));
ibeta1 = sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_A(:,2)-sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_A(:,3);
i2eq=[ialpha1 ibeta1];
[U,~,~] = svd(i2eq);
w1=U(:,1:2);
w2=U(:,3:2000);
Res_vec=w1*w1'*i2eq;
ws1= Res_vec;
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er_1=test_svm(svm_12,wstest);
er_2=test_svm(svm_13,wstest);
er_3=test_svm(svm_14,wstest);
er_4=test_svm(svm_15,wstest);
er_5=test_svm(svm_23,wstest);
er_6=test_svm(svm_24,wstest);
er_7=test_svm(svm_25,wstest);
er_8=test_svm(svm_34,wstest);
er_9=test_svm(svm_35,wstest);
er_10=test_svm(svm_45,wstest);

er_all=100*[er_1' er_2' er_3' er_4' er_5' er_6' er_7' er_8' er_9'
er_10'];

Matlab function code to create the train data with label for all motors and train the
SVM for OVR method
close all;
clear all;
clc;
load ('abi11_hea.mat');
% load ('bim11_age_nl.mat');
% load ('bim21_bf_nl.mat');
% load ('him11_br_nl.mat');
% load ('him21_ds_nl.mat');
load
load
load
load

('bim11_age_fl.mat');
('bim21_bf_fl.mat');
('him11_br_fl.mat');
('him21_ds_fl.mat');

%healthy
%fault 1
%fault 2
%fault 3
%fault 4
%fault
%fault
%fault
%fault

1
2
3
4

motor
motor
motor
motor
motor

motor
motor
motor
motor

running
running
running
running

running
running
running
running

no-load
no-load
no-load
no-load

no-load
no-load
no-load
no-load

%Healthy Motor
shuffle_A=[(abi11(30001:32000,16)/max(abs(abi11(:,16))))...
(abi11(30001:32000,17)/max(abs(abi11(:,17))))...
(abi11(30001:32000,18)/max(abs(abi11(:,18))))];
ialpha1 = (2/3)*(shuffle_A(:,1)-0.5*shuffle_A(:,2)-0.5*shuffle_A(:,3));
ibeta1 = sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_A(:,2)-sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_A(:,3);
i2eq=[ialpha1 ibeta1];
[U,~,~] = svd(i2eq);
w1=U(:,1:2);
w2=U(:,3:2000);
Res_vec=w1*w1'*i2eq;
ws1= Res_vec;

%AGE
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shuffle_B=[(bim11(30001:32000,16)/max(abs(bim11(:,16))))...
(bim11(30001:32000,17)/max(abs(bim11(:,17))))...
(bim11(30001:32000,18)/max(abs(bim11(:,18))))];
ialpha1 = (2/3)*(shuffle_B(:,1)-0.5*shuffle_B(:,2)-0.5*shuffle_B(:,3));
ibeta1 = sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_B(:,2)-sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_B(:,3);
i2eq=[ialpha1 ibeta1];

[U,~,~] = svd(i2eq);
w1=U(:,1:2);
w2=U(:,3:2000);
Res_vec=w1*w1'*i2eq;
ws2= Res_vec;

%svm4
ws1r= ws5;
ws2r= ws1;
figure(4)
plot(ws1r(:,1),ws1r(:,2),'g*',ws2r(:,1),ws2r(:,2),'r+')
xlabel('r1'); ylabel('r2');
legend('DSS','Rest')
% svm_5r=shuffle_all(ws1r,ws2r);

Matlab code test the trained SVM and calculate the error rate for OVR method
%Healthy Motor
shuffle_A=[(abi11(20001:22000,16)/max(abs(abi11(:,16))))...
(abi11(20001:22000,17)/max(abs(abi11(:,17))))...
(abi11(20001:22000,18)/max(abs(abi11(:,18))))];
ialpha1 = (2/3)*(shuffle_A(:,1)-0.5*shuffle_A(:,2)-0.5*shuffle_A(:,3));
ibeta1 = sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_A(:,2)-sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_A(:,3);
i2eq=[ialpha1 ibeta1];
[U,~,~] = svd(i2eq);
w1=U(:,1:2);
w2=U(:,3:2000);
Res_vec=w1*w1'*i2eq;
ws1= Res_vec;
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%AGE
shuffle_B=[(bim11(20001:22000,16)/max(abs(bim11(:,16))))...
(bim11(20001:22000,17)/max(abs(bim11(:,17))))...
(bim11(20001:22000,18)/max(abs(bim11(:,18))))];
ialpha1 = (2/3)*(shuffle_B(:,1)-0.5*shuffle_B(:,2)-0.5*shuffle_B(:,3));
ibeta1 = sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_B(:,2)-sqrt(1/3)*shuffle_B(:,3);
i2eq=[ialpha1 ibeta1];

[U,~,~] = svd(i2eq);
w1=U(:,1:2);
w2=U(:,3:2000);
Res_vec=w1*w1'*i2eq;
ws2= Res_vec;

wstest=[ws1 ws2 ws3 ws4 ws5];
target_A=ones(2000,1);
target_B=zeros(2000,1);
er_1=test_svm(svm_2r,wstest);
er_2=test_svm(svm_3r,wstest);
er_3=test_svm(svm_4r,wstest);
er_4=test_svm(svm_5r,wstest);
er_all=100*[er_1' er_2' er_3' er_4'];

Matlab function code to create the train data with label for all motors and train the
ANN for OVO method
function [data,center,variance]=shuffle_allann(wsa,wsb)
label1=zeros(2000,1);
label2=ones(2000,1);
data = [wsa label1;
wsb label2];
[n_row, n_col] = size(data);
shuffle_seq = randperm(n_row);
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for i = (1:n_row),
data_shuffled(i,:) = data(shuffle_seq(i),:);
end;
%clustering
K=data_shuffled(:,1:2);
[~,C,~] = kmeans(K,20);
%general variance
dmax=max(pdist(C,'euclidean'));
var=(dmax/sqrt(2*20))^2 ;
%RBF
for k=1:20
for j=1:length(K)
clus_dist(j,k)= (((C(k,1)- K(j,1))^2)+((C(k,2)- K(j,2))^2));
clus_phi(j,k)= exp((-1*clus_dist(j,k))/(2*var));
end
end
%

[ann_23,C5,V5]=shuffle_allann(ws2,ws3);
[ann_24,C6,V6]=shuffle_allann(ws2,ws4);
[ann_25,C7,V7]=shuffle_allann(ws2,ws5);
[ann_34,C8,V8]=shuffle_allann(ws3,ws4);
[ann_35,C9,V9]=shuffle_allann(ws3,ws5);
[ann_45,C10,V10]=shuffle_allann(ws4,ws5);

Matlab code to create the test the trained ANN and calculate the error rate for OVO
method
function er=test_ann(train,wst,C,var)
target=zeros(2000,1);
% target=ones(2000,1);

%HEA
i2eq=wst(:,1:2);
for k=1:20
for j=1:length(i2eq)
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clus_dist_test(j,k)= (((C(k,1)- i2eq(j,1))^2)+((C(k,2)- i2eq(j,2))^2));
clus_i2eq(j,k)= exp((-1*clus_dist_test(j,k))/(2*var));
end
end
class = sim(train,clus_i2eq');
er1 = mse(class - target');

%AGE
i2eq=wst(:,2:3);
for k=1:20
for j=1:length(i2eq)
clus_dist_test(j,k)= (((C(k,1)- i2eq(j,1))^2)+((C(k,2)- i2eq(j,2))^2));
clus_i2eq(j,k)= exp((-1*clus_dist_test(j,k))/(2*var));
end
end
class = sim(train,clus_i2eq');
er2 = mse(class - target');

er_1=test_ann(ann_12,wstest,C1,V1);
er_2=test_ann(ann_13,wstest,C2,V2);
er_3=test_ann(ann_14,wstest,C3,V3);
er_4=test_ann(ann_15,wstest,C4,V4);
er_5=test_ann(ann_23,wstest,C5,V5);
er_6=test_ann(ann_24,wstest,C6,V6);
er_7=test_ann(ann_25,wstest,C7,V7);
er_8=test_ann(ann_34,wstest,C8,V8);
er_9=test_ann(ann_35,wstest,C9,V9);
er_10=test_ann(ann_45,wstest,C10,V10);

er_all=100*[er_1' er_2' er_3' er_4' er_5' er_6' er_7' er_8' er_9'
er_10'];
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Quartus II design component simulation
A new project as shown in Figure A-1 is created for the specific FPGA used in this
project, which is Cyclone IV FPGA. It is a Fine Pitch Ball Grid Array (FBGA) type device. All
the design files generated for individual components are added to this project and instantiated.

Figure A-1: Device selection during project creation
FFT is the core computational design component. The FFT Megacore is one of the
installed plugins in Quartus. This plug-in is designed with specifications as shown in Figure A-2.
32786 points were chosen because that was the minimum number of points at which the
frequency spikes at fault frequencies was visible. 16bit data precision was selected from which
8bits defined the value of the point and 8bits the sign. Burst was selected as the data flow type as
it applied a floating-point algorithm, and the data used in this work are static. It also makes the
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comparison with a Matlab generated model easier as the Matlab function employs a floating-point
algorithm.

Figure A-2: FFT megacore design specification

As seen in Figure A-3, a RAM:1-port is an installed plug-in similar to the FFT function.
This memory compiler function is used to design the memory component in the system. A 1-port
memory is chosen, as there are only real parts to the data being analyzed. A RAM: 2-port
memory compiler is used to obtain the output from the FFT core, which has real and imaginary
parts.
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Figure A-3: Design of memory unit for data storage
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Figure A-4 shows the initialization of memory. The memory compiler designed for input
is initialized with the current data through a '.mif' file (Memory Initialization File). The data from
the original dataset is scaled up to 16bits so that the entire FFT core's precision is used. Data not
scaled also showed poor results compared to the results obtained with scaled data. All design files
are created in Verilog HDL.

Figure A-4: Initialization of memory unit
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Quartus II design component integration
Now, as the Megawizard plug-in has generated the design files (.v) for all the individual
design components, the individual design components have to be connected to be implemented
on the FPGA.
The plugins apart from creating the '.v' design files would have also created the '.bsf' files,
which are the Block Symbol Files. These bsf files of all components can be connected together in
a '.bdf' file (Block Diagram File). Figure A-5 shows how different bsf files are integrated into a
single bdf file. As there are a number of memory components in the design, some memory
interfaces have to be integrated into the design to define the flow of data between components,
which will be done using Qsys as shown next.

Figure A-5: Adding individual components to '.bdf' file
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Qsys is a tool in Quartus where many processors and interfaces can be added to the
design. According to the design, there are a number of connections between the memory units
and the logical design units in the FPGA. Therefore, the memory interfaces in Qsys can be
incorporated into the design to ensure a defined flow of data between each component. Figure A6 shows the integration of different memory components with the FPGA.

Figure A-6: Qsys page with all interconnection.
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Quartus II compilation and programming
Once Qsys successfully generates the design file of the integrated system, the top-level
design file is written to instantiate all individual components. Figure A-7 shows a successfully
compiled system. The box on the top left shows the hierarchy of all the design files. The box on
the bottom left indicates the success of each individual step in compilation.

Figure A-7: Compilation of the top entity in Quartus II
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The successful compilation generates a '.sof' file (SRAM Object File) with which the
DE2-115 board can be programmed through JTAG interface as shown in Figure A-8. This way of
programming is volatile. The board can also be programmed using a '.pof' (Permanent Object
File) file, which can be obtained by conversion of the '.sof' file. This is done through active serial
communication instead of JTAG.

Figure A-8: Programming the device
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The In-system memory editor is a tool in QuartusII, which can be used to read live data
on the memory components on the board. Figure A-9 (a) shows the presence of an instance
through JTAG communication. Figure A-9 (b) shows live data being read from the memory and
these can be sent to a '.hex' file. The binary data in the file are converted into signed decimal in
Matlab and the data in the frequency domain are analyzed to classify the faults.

(a)

(b)
Figure A-9: In-system memory editor (a) Presence of an instance (b) Data being read from the
memory
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Verilog design file of the FFT megacore.
module fft_mwp (
clk,
reset_n,
clk_ena,
inverse,
sink_valid,
sink_sop,
sink_eop,
sink_real,
sink_imag,
sink_error,
source_ready,
sink_ready,
source_error,
source_sop,
source_eop,
source_valid,
source_exp,
source_real,
source_imag);

"AUTO_SHIFT_REGISTER_RECOGNITION=OFF",
asj_fft_si_se_so_b_fft_131_inst.rfs1 = "fft_mwp_1n32768sin.hex",
asj_fft_si_se_so_b_fft_131_inst.rfs2 = "fft_mwp_2n32768sin.hex",
asj_fft_si_se_so_b_fft_131_inst.rfs3 = "fft_mwp_3n32768sin.hex",
asj_fft_si_se_so_b_fft_131_inst.rfc1 = "fft_mwp_1n32768cos.hex",
asj_fft_si_se_so_b_fft_131_inst.rfc2 = "fft_mwp_2n32768cos.hex",
asj_fft_si_se_so_b_fft_131_inst.rfc3 = "fft_mwp_3n32768cos.hex";
endmodule
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Verilog design file of memory components
module m1 (
address,
clock,
data,
rden,
wren,
q);
input [14:0] address;
input
clock;
input [15:0] data;
input
rden;
input
wren;
output [15:0] q;
`ifndef ALTERA_RESERVED_QIS
// synopsys translate_off
`endif
tri1
clock;
tri1
rden;
`ifndef ALTERA_RESERVED_QIS
// synopsys translate_on
`endif
wire [15:0] sub_wire0;
wire [15:0] q = sub_wire0[15:0];

altsyncram_component.lpm_type = "altsyncram",
altsyncram_component.numwords_a = 32768,
altsyncram_component.operation_mode = "SINGLE_PORT",
altsyncram_component.outdata_aclr_a = "NONE",
altsyncram_component.outdata_reg_a = "CLOCK0",
altsyncram_component.power_up_uninitialized = "FALSE",
altsyncram_component.read_during_write_mode_port_a
"NEW_DATA_NO_NBE_READ",
altsyncram_component.widthad_a = 15,
altsyncram_component.width_a = 16,
altsyncram_component.width_byteena_a = 1;

endmodule
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=

Top level Verilog file
module top
(
// {ALTERA_ARGS_BEGIN} DO NOT REMOVE THIS LINE!
altera_reserved_tck,
altera_reserved_tdi,
altera_reserved_tdo,
altera_reserved_tms,
clk,
reset_n,
clk_ena,
inverse,
sink_valid,
sink_sop,
sink_eop,
sink_real,
sink_imag,
sink_error,
source_ready,
sink_ready,
source_error,
source_sop,
source_eop,
source_valid,
source_exp,
source_real,
source_imag,
address,
clock,
data,
rden,
wren,
q
// {ALTERA_ARGS_END} DO NOT REMOVE THIS LINE!
);

// {ALTERA_IO_END} DO NOT REMOVE THIS LINE!
// {ALTERA_MODULE_BEGIN} DO NOT REMOVE THIS LINE!
// {ALTERA_MODULE_END} DO NOT REMOVE THIS LINE!
endmodule
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